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Students raise
issues with
poetry spinoff
o

Students concerned about creator's absence

Sy Lisa Salde
M~ngE<ilOi

Shortcomings in the new poetry
MFA cou ld force students to consider whether or not they wiU
reapply for the master's program,
students to ld The Chronicle.
Complaints stem from inconsistent grading, a lack of diverse curriculum, interdepartmental politics.
favoritism and false advertisement
of what to expect in the program.
One of the most frequent complaints includes concerns about

the absence of Paul Hoover, an
internationally-acclaimed

who

developed

the

poet

English

Department's undergraduate program 27 years ago and who

recently proposed and constructed
the MFA.
Some say the complaints could
be the result of a new program that
needs to develop over time, before
evolving into a widely-accepted
degree.

Others disagree.
Armand Capanna. a recent graduale of Columbia's undergraduate
poetry program, said he refuses to
apply to the MFA program due to
problems he saw developing as
early as a year ago.
''When you're applying to the
program ... you know you're

entering into a program that is
headed by a man who has an intellectual reputation," he said. "We
all took classes with Paul in the
fall, so we knew he was open to all

kinds of poetry.
"We [knewJ we would want to be
taught by someone like that-someone who knew how to push us:'
But Hoover wasn't there in the
fall. According to Hoover, due to
several layers of political disagreemenlS, he left before the MFA program started in order to consider a
teaching job in San Francisco,
where hi s wife permanen tly
resides.
Without Hoover's presence ,
Capanna said, the MFA program
seemed unbearable.
Capanna
completed his bachelor's degree
while the first semester of the MFA
took place. He said he grew more
displeased with the program. listening to MFA students offer complaints about unfair grading and a
bias against certain writing fonns.
Ric Cleary, an MFA student. told
Capanna that a teacher stopped
grading his poetry near the end of
the semester. because, according to
Cleary, the teacher didn 't consider
the student's work "an."
" You do not pay 12 grand-plus a

See Poetry Page 6

College pioneer dead at 89
o

Exec's 'instinct to be creative' still lives on

By Chris Coates
E<iI~.;n.Q;eI

When former democratic presidential candidate Wesley Clark
came to Chicago last year, Fred
Fine somehow found a way to
grab the retired four-star general's
attention.
It wasn't out of the nonn for
Fine-a decorated World War II
veteran, convicted Communist
Party member and respected
leader in the Chicago arti st community.
Fine, an undersized man, was
passionate and verbose. And he
knew how to get things done.
As Chicago's first commi ssioner of cultural affairs, a pioneer of
public arts policy and a key figure
in the development of Columbia,
Fine pleaded with Clark to advocate supporting the arts in hi s
campaign, according to a close

friend.
Fine died Feb. 10, one week

shy of hi s 90th birthday.
"Until the final weeks of hi s
life, [Fine] was out there advocating for the arts in the civic arena,"

See Fine Page 7

Charles KushnerfThe Chronicle

Bob O'Neill, presidenl of Ihe Grant Park Advisory Council, has been an advocate of the lakefront
park for decades. Parks oul of the limelight, however, have seen limited funds for expansion.

City struggles with park space
o

Even after multimillion dollar plan, some communities still fall far short

O'Neill, a former lawyer and
now the full-time president of the
Grant Park Advisory Council. a
Chicago is tied [0 water.
group that raises funds for Grant
Settled at th e intersec tion of a
Park.
river and a lake, the city is named
Last year. Grant Park received
afte r an indigenous plant th at
seve ral hundred million dollars
grew along its naturally swampy
in private and public monies.
lakefront-C hccagou,
the
while parks away from the city's
Algonquian word for "smell y
lakefront have been largely
onion."
ignored.
It seems that the city by the
Put simply, lakefront projects
lake has always been tied to its
are highly beneficial to the city,
smell- t he smell of its
while corner parks
putrid stockyards, the
for the neighborhood
smell of it s hazy fackids are not.
tories, the smell of its
"You can gain a lot
blazing firc .
of poli tical capita l
Bu t almost from the
from them because
beg inni ng. Ch icago
they're highly visilooked [0 keep one
ble." said Dr. Brent
facel of ilS landscape The Chr""idc's look M A lAck <Yf cil\j srCCt1sl'Mc D. Ryan . co-di rector
pristine and odorof
the
Urban
free- its lakefront.
Planning and Po licy
Stretching almost sea mless ly park s in th e ir neig hborhood s Program at the U ni versity of
from the Indiana border [0 than residents of highe r-income Illinois at Ch icago. "And yet. at
Evanston, 111., the ci ty has, in the areas. Despite an ambitious plan the same time, these are not
last ce ntu ry, taken concerted and promises, more than half of spaces that people use on a daysteps to ensure the land flanking th e c ity's res iden ts live in a to-day basis."
Ch icago's lakefront remai ns neighborhood where a park is
Neighborhood parks arc simlargely st.ructure frec. No build- ei ther too far away or very inad - ply less likely to exist. despite
ings. No factories. No lakeside eq uate.
obv ious benefits.
condos.
Thi s is due. at least in part , to a
Meanwhil e. the city's lakefront
The city's ex tens ive network Grant Park- th e massive tourist simple problem: a lack of space
o f park s a nd beaches as tride attraction, fe s tival ven ue and and a lack of money.
Lake Michigan are unique for a postcard
centerpiece-has
See Parks Page 38
bu s tlin g, lakeside city like received billions of dollars in
C hicago.
public and private funds. It is. for
NEXT WEEK
Such a clean im age is a priori - many, a point of contention .
Prut two of "Park ProbIe",,"
ty to the city-and the c ity is
"The argument I alw:'IY s use is
looks at why SOO1e genttified
wi lling to pay to retain it.
Grant Park is Chicago's front
conununities have an easier time
But j ust as the city has consis- yard ; it sets the standard for the
finding availnble p.1Ik space.
tently taken steps to deve lop its entire park system, " said Bob
highly visibl e areas of lakefront
park space , in Chicago 's establi shed neighborhoods-w here
the city's more than 2.7 million
residents li ve-the city has
lagged behind on promises of
neighborhood green space.
At a time when the ci ty is
preparing to unveil its $320 million Millennium Park alo ng
Michigan Avenue. studies show
minority and lower-income residents are less likely to have

By Chris Coates
E<iI~';"'CllieI
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MONDAY
The opening reception for "Battling the Birth: Black
Images Onscreen" will be held from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. in
the Glass Curtain Gallery.
In conjunct ion with Black History Month, the exhi·
biti on is curated by photographer and Co lumbia alum nus Rashid Johnson. "B lack [m ages On Screen"
exp lores African-American identity, race issues and
artistic vision through film and television .
Admission is free. The Glass Curtain Gallery is
located in the 1104 center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave. For
more information, contact Julie Caffey at (3 12) 3447696.

TUESDAY
Speakers from the Chicago Tribune, the Sun-Times
and other publications will participate in an ethics
panel on photojournalism. Topics wi ll include privacy
issues, paparazzi concerns, photo correcting and censorship in today's media.
The panel will begin at 6 p.m. in the Ilthfloor faculty lounge of the South Campus Building, 624 S.
Michigan Ave. Refreshments will be served.

Here's to you Shoeshine Bill
ometimes you couldn'l underBill.
S stand
He would mumble before
cutting you otT at the end of a sentence to get to the point:
"Shoeshine?"
Bill was "Shoeshine Bill," a true
businessman. He worked harder
and walked more miles than any
investment banker on Wall Street.
And although he didn't wear an
expensive tie or carry a heavy
briefcase, Bill took his business
very serious ly. Everything came
down to business.
With wagon in tow, Bill 's main
source of income was inside the
plastic crate he took everywhere:
some shoe polish, a bristle brush
and a roll of paper towels.
It was his business: He wanted to
shine your shoes.
Shoeshine Bill was a mentallyretarded s ixty-something man who
traveled the tree-lined streets surrounding Biddle Avenue in downtown Wyandotte, Mich. He visited
dozens of businesses on his daily
trek.
He wasn't homeless or a nuisance. He was professional and
polite. He chitchatted with potential
customers. Bill was always looki ng
for a sale.
And although Bill's shoeshining
services were turned down 90 percent of time by the people he
approached, Bill somehow found a
way to shrug it off, Say a "thank

WEDNESDAY
As part of the Wednesday Screening Series,
Co lumbia presents a discussion and Q-and-A session
w ith producer and director Gary Sherman, whose credits include Poltergeist: The Legacy, Poltergeist III,
Dead and Buried. Lisa and Vice Squad. A sc reening of
his first film. Deathline. follows. The free event starts
at 6 p.m. in Room 302 of the 1104 Ce nter, 1104 S.
Wabash Ave. For more informat ion, ca ll (312) 3446708.

THURSDAY
Mark Ruwedel will discuss his work at the Museum
of Contempo rary Photog raphy, 600 S. Michigan Ave.,
at 6 p.m. The gallery talk will include his series currently on view, "The Ice Age." which documents and
cont rasts marks made on the land by modern and
ancient man.
The eve nt is free and welcome to all. For more information, call (312) 344-7104.

FRIDAY

Projects funded in part by the Albert P. Weisman
Scholarship will be exhibited from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. in
the Hokin Gallery and the Hokin Annex .
The Albert P. Wei sman Memorial Scholarship Fund
was established in 1974 to encourage Columbia students to complete projects in all fields of communicatjons. The exhibit will feature projects in photography,
digital imaging, sc ulpture, painting, interactive instal lation, book and paper arts, publ ished poetry and photos, music recordings and other mixed media.
The exh ibit will run at the Hokin Gallery and Annex,
623 S. Wabash Ave., fir st floor, until Feb. 22. For more
information, call Julie Caffey at (312) 344-7696

If you have an upcoming event or
announcement, call The Chronicle's
news desk at (312) 344-7255,
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you" and continue on. He returned
every day.
He was resilient. "Shoeshine?"
he wou ld ask.
Without knowing it, Bill the
unlikely businessman became a fixture in a world that too often runs
over those who can't contribute
fu lly to society.
Bill the worker always arrived on
time like clockwork. And much like
a clock, people came to depend on
him. If they hadn't seen Bill in a
while, something was seriously .
wrong.
One stop on hi s daily miles-long
routine was Charly's on the River,
the restaurant my uncle Charly
Bokatzian opened a few years ago
on a narrow street facing the
Detroit River.
"When we first opened the
restaurant, he came in to visit us,"
Charly said. Bill kept coming in.
Almost every day. Bill would
park his green wagon near the
planters out front and wander up
the sky blue cement steps.
Bill wouldn't bother anyone,
besides ~king the wait stafT for a

Styrofoam cup full of Diet Coke.
Even though Bill valued every
nickel, dime and quarter he made
shi ning shoes, he always paid the
99 cents. Of course, he asked if
anyone needed their shoes shined,
too.
Bill never missed an opportunity.
Even if you had tennis shoes on, he
station is serving up a two-hourlong, sex-themed talk show every
Friday ni ght during the spring
semester. According to a producer,
planned topics include sex toys,
STDs and strippers . The fun begins

It happens to the best of us. Back
in 1997, Co lumbia's business reply
permit-the system that al lows the
co llege to mass mail thousand s of
students at once-expired with no
one's notice. It wasn't until students
started comp laining about financial
aid documents that the college realized what happened .
The Chronicle a lso included a
story about an optional meal plan at
the Res idence Center, 731 S.
Plymouth Court. The propose d
space for a cafeteria? A spot that
was reconstructed into one of the
co llege's computer labs this summer.

Student dies over break
• A freshman photography major
from Glenview, ilL, died during
semester break in her Printers' Row
apartment.
Raven Moreno died due to compli cations from a congenital heart
disorder.

Cuppa Joe had to go
• Literary coffee cravers tak e
notice: The librmy's Cuppa Joe coffee bar has moved . Its new location
is on the first flo or of the co ll ege's
library inside the South Cll mpus
lluilding, 624 S. Michigan Ave.

Radio to air dirty talk
• With residual pheromones from

the Valentine', Day weekend stili
waning. Colum bia', . tudent rudlo

would give them a shine if you
gave him the chance.
A few years ago, B ill the entrepreneur faced a legal issue: He didn't have a permit, and the city, e
the stickler, required one. A
than $200, the license w
ar out
of the financial reach of a wandering shoeshiner.
Bill the raconteur made his case
in front of the Wyandotte City
Council.
Bill received his permit.
Bill was validated.
He died of cancer last year at 63.
Bill's caretakers didn 't tell him he

had it.
" It was pretty emotional," Charly
said. In fact, it wasn't until Bill
died that everyone found out his
real name: William Aspden. It was
fitting hi s customers knew him by
his business persona.
From the outside, it would seem
Shoeshine Bill wasn't like the rest
of us. He didn ' t work for the
money or the prestige. Instead, he
worked for a sense of purpose. He
needed proof that he was a contributing member of society; that
people depended on him.
And in doing so, Bill made us
realize that's exactly what we're all
after. We should be so lucky.

-ccoates@chroniclemail.com

weekend, earning $24.2 million, the
fourth-largest February opening in
movie history, and it trumped the
original Barbershop opening of
$20.6 million.

s

at 7 p.m. on WCRX-FM.
Columbia director resigns
• Alison L. May, director of
Co lumbia's Conway Achievement
Project, resigned last se mester.
May, who worked at Co lumbia for
two years, spent her last day on
campus Dec. t 9.
"Although I have only been here
for two years, I have enjoyed and
benefited greatly from work ing with
you," May said in an e-mai l to the
stafT. "I hope that I have been a
resource to you, as we ll , and that
you wi ll continue to extend the
kindness and support that you
[have] shown me to my fantastic
co ll eagues
in
the
Conway
Achievement Project, Services for
Students with Disabilities and
Interpreting Services."
May will be taking a position s im il ar to her Co lumbia se rvi ces at
Oakton Community Co ll ege.

Democracy visits students
• More than 630 st udents have
registered to vote IlS part of the co llege 's "Get O ut the Vote" effort.
according to the Office llf Student
AO'airs. A registrn tion lh!sk is locnt ed in the lobby of the Wabash
Cum pus Building, 623 S. Wabnsh
Ave.

AccuWeatber 7-day
forecast for Cbicago
\Iunda" hh. 16
Mostly cloudy
and cold

HighW
Low 18* ,

'*

'Av

111111 ",I,n. I dl. It}
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cloudiness
111t1.1\.

Il h.

~t1

A chance for
rain or snow
showers
, .•hud .n , llh.
Brilliant sun-

shine

AlumnI film garner. glory
• According to the Internet
Movie Dutnbnse, www.imdb.com.
8arbcr.~/lOp 2: Bad in BII.~illos.\·. Il
111m produced hy Co lul1lbin nlumnl

Bob Teitel nlld aeor~e Til imlln.
dobuted over tho reb. 6 to Feb, 8
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Betting on BET for
industry exposure
o

Film students tap into mainstream hip-hop

By Scott Carlson

Ass.tanl News Editor
A music video directed by a trio
of Columbia students debuted Feb.
12 on cab le channe l Black

Entertainment Television's late
night show "Uncut."

The Illinois-based hip-hop group
Soul 360 may soon be looking at
national exposure with their new
single, "Two," feinuring recording
artists Joe Glass and I-Rock, thanks
in no small part to Columbia soph-

omores John Bosher and Brian
Caunter of the Film and Video

Butch Stewart speaks at the Feb. 12 "Black Images On Screen" event. Stewart owns the Joy Art
Music production company, and was a pioneer of African -American music by companies such as
McDonald's and Coca-Cola.

Silver screen reflects heritage
o

Department, and senior Dwayne
Thomas, a photography major,
directors afthe video for "Two."
The video, along with its counterpart, "Wind it Up," detail s a
night in the li fe of rappers a:s they
travel from Ch icago's Ice Bar, 738
N. Clark St., to a minimansion in
Olympia Fie lds, where they were
each respectively fil med.
According to Bosher and
Caunter, the opportunities began
falling in their direction thanks to
Thomas' contacts.

[because] the story kind of goes
from the club to the house as in one
night in the lives of these rappers,
and after the network's influence,
we decided to separate the videos,"
Bosher said.
Joy Henderson, a publicist with
Soul 360 Entertainment, said she
sees the video's exposure on a
national television chan nel not
onl y as an advantage for her
clients, but for the Columbia stu·
dents as well.
" It's going to work wonders for
the group, but it's also going to
work wonders for the directors
with having [the video] out there,"
Henderson said. " You would never
know it was a zer<rbudget video
directed by students."
Wonders are exact ly what
Caunter and Bosher are hoping the
videos wi ll produce. FilmmaJdng
has been a dream since third grade
for the two, but Columbia's film·
making programs were instrwnen·
tal in prov iding the ir drive to make
the videos.
"When I came to Columbia and

Black History Month celebrated through a series of films

By Mark W. Anderson
Experience," a Spike Lee film fes· of black doctors to American medAssociate Edler
tival and a series titled "Banned, icine.
From the .star.studded premiere Buried and Brilliant." Films such
"We've been highlighting Black
of Barbershop 2: Back in Business as Hollywood Shuffle and Eve s History Month programming for
to the screening of " Banned. Bayou make up the contemporary about four years now," said Chery l
Buried and Brilliant," Columbia is series, while He Got Game, Jungle Langston, program director of88.1
celebrating Black History Month Fever. Bamboozled and 25th Hour WCRX·FM. " It's important to get
by focus ing on the 'many and varied represent the work of Spike Lee. A radio students involved in the
contributions African-Americans collection of works that have either process."
The month culminates with a
have made in the worlds of film been banned or have fallen out of
mainstream culture are highlighted March 5 look at the history and
and television.
"Black Images On Screen: A in the "Banned, Buried and im portance of the African
Celebration of African Heritage"- Brilliant" series, including City of Diaspora. Sponsored by the Liberal
Columbia'S monthlong series of God, a 2003 examination of the Education Department, there will
perfonnances, screenings, lectures violence and corruption in a be a reception before the screening
and presentations-is designed to Brazilian housing project; Looking of the film When the Spirits Dance
highlight the rich history and pow. Jor Langston, director Issac Julien's Mambo, followed by a panel di s·
erful
contributions
African. 1989 meditation on the poet cussion and a perfonnance by the
Americans have made to television Langston Hughes ' role as an African fo lkloric mus ic group
and film. In conjunction with the important black gay voice in Grupa Oko Kan .
Chicago Cultural Center and r.....,-.....,--~---::--_-~--, "One of our department's
contributions is to try to
the DuSable Museum of
African·American History,
think about black history in
the series features more than
relation to the Black
40 events in February and
Diaspora," said Lisa Brock,
chairwoman of the Liberal
March at venues both on and
off campus, such as HotHouse
Education Department.
at 21 E. Balbo Drive, Loews
The celebration of Black
Cineplex Pipers Alley at 230
History Month dates to
W. North Ave. and the
1926, when historian Carter
DuSable Museum, at 740 E. 56th American culture; and A History oj G Woodson designated the second
Place.
Racist Animation, re leased in 1990. week of February "Negro History
The celebration kicked off with
Along the way, such well·known Week." In 1976, the holiday was
the advanced screen ing of figures as Emmy-nom inated actor, expanded and renamed Black
Barbershop 2. the sequd to the director and producer Tim Reid, History Month. picked to coincide
successful film about a South Side successful screenwriter Tina with the birthdays of Abraham
Chicago barbershop produced by Andrews and renowned director Lincoln and Frederick Douglass.
Columbia alumni Bob Teitel and Haile Gerima are scheduled to
Columbia has been observ ing
present and discuss their works. An Black History Month with spec ial
George Tillman.
"This year's ce lebration is a exhibition by fonner Columbia stu~ programming since 1997, includ·
campuswide effort," said Rachel dent Rashid Johnson, entitled ing last year's ce lebration entitled
Johnson, director of African. "Battling the Birth, Black Images "The Power of Black Music."
American Affairs in Co lumbia's On Screen"-which focuses on the
Johnson, for one, believes it's
Multicultural Affairs Office. "We iconic 1915 film Birth oj a Nation important for Columbia to put as
talked to facu lty and staff mem- to exami ne issues of race, identity much effort as it does into coming
hers, students and a who le range of and medi a propaganda-is being up with the best programming pos·
people to get ideas and to make presented through March 19 at the sible for this monthlong period of
sure we could present the best pfO-' Glass Curtain Gallery inside the reflection and celebration.
gram possible."
1104 Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
"There is a need to make whatThe
African
Heritage
WCRX-FM, Columbia's stu· ever we do for Black History
Conuniuee, a group of 16 faculty denHun radio station, is also high. Month as vital and engaging as we
and staff members from a broad lighting Black History Month with can, not only because of the diver·
cross section of Columbia, helped the Feb. 26 airing of two rad io dra· sity of our student body, but also
mas: "The Denmark Vesey Story," because of the overall culture of
plan the events.
Throughout February, the col· a student production about a fonner Columbia," she said. " But, in the
lege will present three film series: slave who organized an uprising in end, it's also easy for US to do so,
"Films of the Contemporary Black 1822, and "The Heart of George because we have so many
Cotton," a look at the contributions resources available to us."

Courtesy Michael Oberholtzer

Students film the video 'Wind it Up' at Chicago's Ice Bar.

"We were looking to make some
music videos, and our buddy
Dwayne knew a local group who
was looking to get signed,"
Caunter said.
Thomas, a fonner Chronicle
photographer now working with
Chicago's Upside of Down
Productions, li ved in the same
apartment building as Caunter and
Bosher, who had previously
worked together fi lming short
films and live concerts. Last year.
the three created Northern Lighfs, a
film which starred Thomas and
was screened at Columbia.
Thomas ' association with mem·
bers of Soul 360, a hip-hop group

fonned in 1995 at Illi nois State
Unive rsity, eventually sprouted
ideas for the three to shoot a mus ic
video.
" He knew what we were up to as
far as video projects, and he knew
Soul 360 was looking for a video,"
Bosher said. "He also knew I·
Rock, one of the rappers, because
he grew up in the same neighbor.
hood and went to school with
him."
After 20 hours of shooti ng in
October and November of 2003.
the trio had produced two videos
for Soul 360, one for "Two," and
one for "Wind it Up."
At the request of BET, the two
were split into separate videos.
"We initially suggested that Soul
360 mainta in the one video,

saw the film program, I just knew I
wanted to come here for film,"
Caunter sa id.
Bosher had a similar experience
through a summer class during his
high school days.

"I saw the actual process with
the actual Bolex cameras, and it
was definitely something that kept
my interest," Bosher said.
Like many fi Immakers, Caunter
and Bosher hope the exposure
from "Two" can keep them work·
ing on as many different music
video projects as possible, includ·
ing more rap and rock videos. The
pair have also expressed interest in
making a jump from music videos
to feature films, not unlike how
feature filmmaker Spike Jonze gar·
nered a career making acclaimed
fi lms suc h as Being John
Malkoviclz and Adaptation through
creating low·budget. highly.imagi.
nati ve videos for bands like Weezer
and the Beastie Boys.
"[Fi lms are] our primary inter·
est," Bosher said. "We'd like to do
music videos and concerts as a
means of rai sing capital to finance
more film· related projects."
In the meantime, though, the
film students will just have to wait
to see what kind of exposure their
video brings them and how often it
wi ll show up in BET's rotations.
" We know ["Two"] 'is going to
be played twice," Henderson said.
"After that, it will be aired, but we
don 't know the exact schedule."
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100 million free songs.
Drin k Pepsi, 1 in 3 wins.
Legally download free music at iTunes.com

The Columbia College iPod Give-away
FIRST PRIZE:

SECOND PRIZE: JBL Creature

iPod

Speakers

The perfKt'companlon for you r IPod.

The world 's most popular
digital music player

A $99 value

THIRD PRIZE: $20

iTunes Gift Certificate

Mac Of Wlndows,l Pod dMS bot h. And 50 does
lTunK, th@ world's btost JUk~K softwa re and
besl ·~lIIn9 online musk store.

Good for $20 of music In the lTunft Musk Store.

A $269 v.lue

A $20 value

Visit the Apple Store @ Columbia College in Suite 205,623 S. Wabash to enter!
NOJ)<lOm.,.. •
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Power Mac GS

Get an iLife.

The world's faste st

Every Mac ships with these award-winning
applications installed - at no extra cost.

personal computer,

now with 64- bit
tech nology.
Starting at $ 1599.00

Introducing Garage8and

PowerBook G4
Portable power in

three outstanding sizes- .
12·, 15·, and 17-i nches.
Startin g at S 1399.00

iMac

GarJgeBand turns your Ma< Into an ilnytime,anywhele
recording studIO packed with hundreds of Instruments and

,) recording ~ineer Of two (0( good measure. It's the
eJs~ 1 wJY laC/folle,perform and IE'(ord yool OI'Vn music
whether YOtire.m accomplished player or jlm wish you
were a lock star. You can add your orIgInal music to your
slideshows, yOVf DVD menus, burn It to CDs or score your
iW,ov!e projects.

Choose your size-

15-,17-, or 20-inch
flat panel displays,
',f

all on In amazing
adjusting neck.

Starting at $ 1199,00

iBook
Laptop size and
po rtabi lity fo r the
masses.

Starting at $949.00

The new iMovie

The new iTunes

One of those r,ne appl\c:atlons that actually chilllges people's
lives, j,VoovIe has single-handedly made clnematogrJphers
out of p<:uents, grandparents, students, teachers, small
busif'\t'\,sowners and m.lny othel people just like you who,
before IMcNIe, never ImagIned themselves prOduc'ng il
fT'ICHle.let alOl"lI! half il dozen or more,

Recognized')5 the w<xld's b6t digit')1 music jukebox.

8

AcclaImed as the leader

ilgal~t

which alt onllne musk:

stores are judged. ITunes continues to delight, offering musIC
toyers the easiest W;J'f to manage the mUsic they own and
the absolutely best way to discoyer and pUrdkl5e evtn IT'IOfi!
music:, as well as aldlobooks.

~

The new iDVD

The new iPhoto

There's no easier w"t to create Hollywood·quallty DVOs and
shale your photos, movies and music with friends, famlty,
classmates and coneag~s Ih<ln with lOYD 4. Offering tighter
drag·and-d rop Integr<ltlon with the other <lppS In the IUe
suite, IOVD also gives you bre<ltht<lkng themes, new
s/ldeshow optIOns, higher quality longer length OVOs, olnd
innovative organlutlon<ll tools.

Whether you have twenty Of t\~ty thousand d}gltal
photos,lPhoto " keeps track 01 them all, automatically
of9anlzlng them so you un flnd thMI f<lSt. llghtnlng fast.
EolSY to use, IPhoto puts you h cho:afge rJ your photog~phs
- hetp'ng you Import thffl'l, org;anlle them Into albums.
enhao« their <lppearance, as well M, ~re them h print, vl.l
ema~, over the web and In stunning cotfee--table books.

Rrqu/rf'f Q SU~fD'lw-rqulppM Moc.

eMac

,!

I

.1

---

Our most afforda ble
Mac, now available
with a OVO- bu rni ng
SuperDrive.
Starting at $749,00

'*

For more inform'llion. or to 1,lke oldv,lf'ItilgC of exdu\ive Highet Education pricing, please vi5it:

Authorized Reseller
The Apple Store @ Columbia College
623 S, Wa b as h, Suite 205
Ph o ne: 312.3 44,8MAC
http://www.co lum,ed u/ a p p lestore /

-------------_.
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The Music Center of Columbia College Chicago
1014 S. Michigan at 11 th St.

Concert Hall Events:

Cerqua Rivera
Experie

info:
1312/344·6179

ART OF THE LIBRARY

Harrison & State
609 S. State Street

Presents the Winter Exhibition

Park and Lock

Student Parking
Special Nite Rate
Month ly Rate

(2 P.M .·· 11 P.M.I

I $4500 I
-

I)oAily Rate

(2 P.M . - 9 P.M.)

I $500 I
-

February 19, Opening 5-7pm on the 3rd floor of the Library.
Columbia College Library. 624 S. Michigan Ave.
Art is displayed on the firat, second and third flOOI'I of the Library.

oo.~.

A

Rose Camastro·Pritchett, Scott Canson, Sara Castillo,
Lauren Domenech, Lauren Frontino, Miriam Harris, Pam Hemnann,
Stama Lares, Sergio Scott, Nate Sneed, and Lauren Swihart.

Imperial Parking, Inc.
205 W. Randolph, Chicago, IL 6060.6
For information, Call Jim Prendergast at:

(312) 444 - 1490
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Campus shuttle service takes off
o

New student service proves to be right on target with students' needs

provide a shuttle service for students.
"This is very nice, " Columbia
Columbia's new bus shuttle President Warrick L. Carter said
got off to a positive start last during his first ride on the s hut~
week, leavi ng admin istrators tie last week. "We just want to
cons idering a full· time imple· make sure that the college takes
mentation of the three-month. advantage of it."
As of press time, approximatetria l run.
The shuttle, wh ich came to ly 200 students in the first week
fruit io n through a partnership had utilized the 25~seat bus rent~
between the president's office ed from Pontarelli limo service.
and the Student Government Most of them rode the bus at
Association, comes nearl y a year night, Kulovsek said.
The shutt le is free for
after students s igned a petition
Columbia students, faculty and
favor ing its installation.
staff
who show their school IDs.
According to SGA President
runs
Monday
through
Justin Kulovsek, the schoo l h
planned to utilize the shuttle in Thursday, and its route covers
order to ensure safety and con- campus buildings from Congress
Parkway to 15th St reet . It drives
venience on a spread-out campus.
Columbia was among a hand- to Uni on Station five times each
day.
ful of area schools that didn 't
By Lisa Balde

MolagingEciior

.

The route starts every day in
between the South Camp us
Building, 624 S. Michigan Ave.,
and the A lexandroff Campus
Cente r, 600 S. Michigan Ave., at
12:50 p.m. The full route takes
just under 20 minutes to complete.
Nothing about the shuttle is set
in stone, administrators said.
Bus stops and times are subject
to change based on student
response to the serv ice.
"We want to make sure that
the route is the best for students
... at the best times," Carter said.
"Classes do get out late at
night, and we do ex ist in a city,"
he sa id. "O ne always has to be
cautious about where you are."
This is the second time
Co lumbia has tried out a shutt le
See Shuttle Page 10

Andrew J. ScottfThe Chronicle

President Warrick L. Carter (back left), Vice President of Student Affairs Mark Kelly and Dean of
Students Sharon Wilson-Taylor take a ride on the new student shuttle, which started last week.

Poetry

o

Saved photos lower distribution times

By Jeff Danna
Copy EdMor

Co lwnbia students are singing
the praises of the new U~PASS
retrieval system this semester after
being subjected to the physical
strain of waiting in long lines back
in September.
"They're making it a lot easier,"
said Nancy Randazzo, one of the
ass istants working the U-PASS
desk. "[Students] fill out the fonns
ahead of time, and we check on the
list to make sure it's the correct
name."
Unlike previous semesters, students are no longer subjected to the
burden'ofwaiting to have pictures
taken for their passes.
''Now they're keeping the same
picture in the system, so they can
just preprint them for each student
who registers on time," Randazzo
said. "So there won't be such a
big, long line--[the U-PASSes]
wi ll be ready for them to pick up."
With the current system, stu~
dents present their Colwnbia 10
cards to the on~duty assistants who
wil l check the ir names offa list, fill
out and sign a one-page agreement
form and then walk down the hall
to a room where their preprinted
U-PASSes are waiting for them.
" I think [the system] is fabulous," said junior Christine Buggy.
" I think this time took me a total of
five minutes. "
Last semester, Buggy hoped she
would hit a lull in the U-PASS line
by picking hers up during class.
Instead, she still wound up spending the next 45 minutes waiting in
line.
While Buggy arrived to pick up

her U~ PASS first thing in the
morning, sophomore Bathsheba
Mitchell came in the afternoon
expecting a bit of a wait.
" ( figured there'd be a line anyway," Mitchell said. "I didn't
think it wpu ld be this quick." She
figured she waited no more than
10 minutes. .
Other schools, such as the
School of the Art Inst itute of
Chicago and Roosevelt University,
have also found the preprinted UPASS system to be efficient.
"We first started preprinting .
about three years ago," said
Jennifer Hunt, U~PASS. coordina~
tor for the School of the Art
Institute. "It cuts down on work
for all of us. The only work
[involved1 is keeping up-to-date
databases."
Roosevelt's mandatory U-PASS
program was implemented during
the 2000-200 I school year. The
school began preprinting passes
during the spring 2001 tenn, said
Eric Tammes, director of student
activities at Rooseve lt.
By retrieving a database of students who have previous ly been
photographed for U-PASSes trom
the Chicago Transit Authority,
Roosevelt is able to provide its
returning students with preprinted
passes available at the students '
convenience, Tammes said.
U-PASSes are being distributed
in the Wabash Campus Building,
623 S. Wabash Ave., trom 10 a.m.
to 6 p.m. through Feb. 17.
Students who do not have h ead~
shots on file must have their pictures taken in Room 311 of the
Wabash Campus Building.

COnlinuedftvmFronlPage

year to get that [type] of critique,"
Capanna said.
Cleary told The Chronicle that he
also was unsatisfied with the program, espec ially with the installation of, what he said was, an
"unqualified" program coordinator.
The English Department named
David Trinidad, also a highlyacclaimed poet, the acting coordinatorofthe poetry MFA program in
Hoover's absence.
"Under the current leadership of
the program, it is clear that the pro~
gram is striving to eliminate any
[poetic] aesthetic that is ... experi~
mental," Cleary said.
Cleary described ange r from
classmates about the el imination of
Hoover from the program.
"There was a lot of bewilderment, especially from former stu~
dents who had rHoover1 as an
undergrad," he said. " We expected
to be taken to the next le vel under
Paul Hoover."
Other students disagreed, saying
that the success of a program doesn't rest on one man.
According to Sean Flynn, 26, a
2002 political science graduate
from DePaul Un iversity's undergrad program, the poetry MFA is
what he expected, because he had
nothing to compare it to. Flynn said
he is "99.5 percent" sat isfied with
the department and the program,
and he thinks that some of the complaints come across as minor
.issues.
'" don 't know who [Hoover) is,"
he said. "Hi5 lack of presence is
totally irrelevant."
Sue Kurek, 24, a recent creative
writing graduate from Loyola
University, agreed the MFA is a
l1tong program despite its fledgling
ItaIUJ.

Smoother ride for
V-PASS retrieval

She said, compared with the the program, the respect Hoover
writing programs she has experi~ received from students and other
enced in the past, Colwnbia's poet~ poets and Hoover's tendency to try
ry department employs a strong new th ings.
focus in the arts.
Hogan echoed the concerns of
"The teaching faculty at Cleary and Capanna, reiterating
Columbia in the poetry program are that some teachers tend to discour~
superior compared to what I have age experimental poetry, a type of
come across in the past," she said.
writing that he feels should be
Complaints that show concern instructed.
for the program are pan of the tran·
But the MFA neglected to meet
sit ion that every new college cur~ several of Hogan's expectations for
riculum addition experiences, the program based on in format ion
according to English Department he was given about the program
Cha irwoman Garnett Kilberg- structure.
Cohen.
The program promi sed fewer
She said she was surprised to . students than-the number that was
hear about complaints regarding enro lled for the fall, he said. In one
teaching di versity because of the poetry workshop cl ass, a class that
students used to face hours-long waits for their prized U-PASS
diverse poets she employs on staff depends on the critiques ofind ividcards. This semester, cards were preprinted, making lines sigEach school year, the English uals' poetry, 18 people were
nificantly shorter, students told The Chronicle.
Department solicits and hires enrolled.
'-~-'-:'---'-----------------poets-in-residence or visiting
Hoover said he feels the dep~ power for many years, sometimes
Sharing graduate classes with
poets, which allow students to undergraduate students a lso was a
ment isn't handling the MFA as for a lifetime, and the chairmanlearn from some of the most concern, because some undergrad
appropriately as possible in his ship of a department rarely rotates
absence, and he's afraid how it even when tpere are elections.
respected professionals in the students show disinterest in the
industry.
might affect students.
This model results in a powerless
things that grad students need to
"There's some question about faculty and excessively powerful
The department hired poet focus on, he sa id.
Arie lle Greenberg this fa ll as a full the temper of the program now," chairs,"
"There's a danger, if they ' re 1I0t
time arti st-in-residence. Trinidad careful, of losing a lot of the good~
he sa id. "There must be some sort
His current position of visiting
was hired after serving as a visiting wi ll that was built throughout the
of anger toward me ,"
professor of creative writing at
poet to Columbia.
Hoover is worried about the San Francisco State University is
years," Hogan said. "There's a fear
Whether or not the n ew l y~ impl e~ that very experimental poetry ". is
level of instruction teachers are set to end in fa ll 2005. Hoover
rnented program can be con- not being given the same attention
givi ng the stude nts now that he plans to decide whether or not he
demned, the issue seems divided that traditional poetry is."
isn't consistently in the depart- will return to Columbia at that
between the arguments by students
ment, due to reports about selec~ time.
But the department organized a
for and against the poetry MFA. town hall meet ing so students
tive and bad grading.
Until then, he said he wi ll fight
Students who spoke with The cou ld choose classes they would be
"My not being there is a loss fo r for his program.
Chronicle agree that the depan- interested in, Kilberg-Cohen said.
the students, as a senior figure and
'" 'm worried that these stument should hear their concerns Although there shouldn 't be reason
as a good teac her," Hoover sa id.
dents' careers are in jeopardy," he
and that changcs should be made if for concern, Kilberg-Cohen said
But he can't come back because sa id.
the program wants to thrive.
of thick politics that he said forced
that students should come to her
Trinidad and Acting Graduate
Kevin Hogan, a January 2000 with problems,
him out in the first place.
School Dean Keith Cleveland didgraduate of Columbia', undergrad"It's important to remember that n' t return calls from The
" [The program] has been going
uate poetry program, signed up for fantastic," she said. " We have a
the college is run on a business Chronicle regarding their reacthe MFA because he wants to diverse and interesting group of rather than academic model," tions to the first semester of the
teach . He also was turned on to the students, all of w~om are very talHoover wrote in an e-mail to The poetry MFA program.
idea of Hoover's involvement in ented,"
Chronic le. "Chairs remain in

,
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Small college slashes
tuition to woo students
o

Discounts may leave out aid-needing students

.,..---"!"'...,
••
•

counting program.
"A lot of
Columbia is not Eureka schools treat
College, and after Eureka's latest enrollment
tuition slash, it won't be anytime like a sa le s
soon.
manager at a
• snmm
Eureka College, a small li beral car
dea ler- -~----~
arts college outside of Peoria, III .• ship-they know their bottom
has solved low admission rates li ne, but if they can get an extra
with a different approach than $1,000 out of the student. they
most schoo ls-cutt ing yearly will. So you end up with lots of
tuition costs by nearly $6,000. kids paying different prices for
Incoming freshmen enrolled in school ," Sajko said, "Now there
the spring semester saw tuition is no more confusion."
drop from $18,700 to an even
Columbia has never offered
$13,000.
student di scounting, according to
The same isn't true for Lloyd.
Columb ia.
Loyola Un iversity does offer
The co llege's board of trustees tuition discounting programs.
is schedu led to meet March 12 to According to the schoo l's fin{lndiscuss issues related to tuition, cial aid website, Loyola offers an
and if they fo llow trends from the institutional grant to help offset
past fi ve years, students can its $20,544 annua l tuition. The
expect a tuition increase for the Loyola Grant is offered to full2004-2005 school year.
time undergraduate students
Students expe ri enced an 8,5 based on their financial need, the
percent tuition hike for the cur- site said,
rent school year, which bumped
" If a lot of schools are like car
tuition to $14,480 from $13,716 dealerships, then we are the
from the previous academic year, Saturn of schools," Lloyd said.
While the administration and "There is no difference between
board prepare to meet, they may our st icker price and what we
not consider an approach that actuall y collect from students.
some smaller institutions such as There is no haggling over price."
Eureka have imp lemented.
Outside of technology, there are
"We were going over versions other facto rs for why Columbia is
of di scounts for students, and we now more expensive than Eureka.
noticed that the average needEureka is located in a rural area
based discount for students was where real estate is far cheaper
$5,700," said Brian Sajko, than the
property around
Eureka's dean of admiss ions. "So, Co lumbia's Loop campus.
we just gave it to everyone,"
Columbia's tuition is right
Eureka enrolled around 500 around the average cost for liberstudents for this academic year, al arts colleges, and compared
but administrators hope the with other arts and media schools,
tuition adjustment wi ll help boost it is low-cost, Lloyd sai d.
the number to 650 students, Sajko
"Other schools have tried this
said.
approach, and it is usually made
The small enrollment at Eureka out
of desperation .
Like
is in stark contrast to the nearly Columbia, most private schoo ls
9.000 students that make up are dependent on tuition to pay
Columbia's student body, But the their staff and faculty and other
disparity in enrollment is not the expenses. Cutting tuit ion is a
only reason Columbia won't fol- move to get more students. "
low Eureka's lead, officials here Lloyd said. "Eureka is operating
said.
out of a position of weakness, not
"There is a fundamental differ- strength."
ence in what we are," said Mark
Sandy Baum, senior policy
lloyd, assistant vice president of analyst for the College Board,
communications and marketing.
said the Eureka idea sounds interEureka is a liberal arts co llege est ing. But if the school elimioffering degrees in humanities, nates need-based aid, it runs the
genera l education and social sci- risk of alienating low-income stuences, which. according to Lloyd, dents.
are subjects relatively inexpen"Their flat rate is $13,000 now.
sive to teach. Co lumbia is a fine A lot of people have trouble comarts co llege trying to keep abreast ing up with $13,000 for one
of new technologies, and technol- year," Baum said. "None of the
ogy is expensive, he said.
low-income students would be
The major financia l difference ab le to come."
between Eureka and Columbia is
The Eureka move was made to
the use of tuition discounting. create a sense of community,
Eureka had used a system that according to Sajko.
offered discounts to stude nts
"We want to keep our school
based on their needs and merits. small on purpose with 500 to
Whi le their "sticker price" was maybe 650 students. It keeps us
$18,700, the co llege offered very personal," Sajko said. "It
refunds to students who qua lified. allows me to make a difference in
The tuition cut effectively ended peoples' lives."
Eureka's need-based tuit ion disBy Andrew Grelner
Assistant News EditOf

UFI

Chicago Public library

In 1984, Chicago Mayor Harold Washington asked Fred Fine, who was involved with then-fledgling
Columbia, to head up the city's newly-minted Department of Cultural Affai rs . Fine retired in 1987.

Fine Continuedfrom FronJ Page
said Alton Miller, the acting with him until his last days. Fine that's been invaluable to us in setdirector of public relat ion studies also had a refined respect for the ting our agenda," said IAAF
at Columbia and fonner press sec- arts, a quality which came from Executive
Director
Alene
retary for late Chicago Mayor his working-class, ethnic family Valkanas. who a lso served on
Harold Washington.
that had a European reverence for Mayor Washington 's committee
Miller first met Fine in 1984, music, dance and art.
that picked Fine as cultural comwhen Washington named Fine the
After he was cleared of conspir- missioner.
city 's first commissioner of cul- acy charges in the late 1950s, Fine
"He was an unusual force for
rural .affairs, a post he held for helped
form
Triangle good," she said.
three years.
Productions, a successful concert
The day after Fine died, the
But it almost didn't happen.
W'omotion company that at its nonprofit's committee observed a
In the height of the so-called height produced more than 200 moment of si lence during their
counc il wars in the 1980s, some shows in dozens of cities. Acts board meeting.
of Washington 's opponents found included Joni Mitchell, the
During his days at Columbia,
what they said was a glaring Ro lling Stones and even The Fine was also prominent in the
blemish on Fine 's otherwise ste l- Beatles. In fact, Fine was the deve lopment of the college's
lar resume: He once was a vocal point man on The Beatles' first Center for Arts Policy. Set in
member of the Commun ist Party.
performance in Chicago.
mot ion by Rich, Fine and fonner
It was nothing short of mod- r-----:::=--:---:--:-----, Vice President of Institut ional
em
day,
Midwestern
"Fred was.> in the
Advancement Woodie White,
McCarthyism, Miller said.
McCarth:y era, a wanted
the program solidified the conFor Fine, it was history
nection between the arts and
repeating itself.
I ,man. He made no secret of it." democracy.
Thirty years prior, in the comBy all accounts, Fine loved
munist backlash of the 19505,
. -J ])iinnis.Rich, chairman both.
Fine was indicted on conspiracy I ,ofthe Arts, Entertainment and
As comm issioner of cultural
charges under the Smith Act, I .
kfedia Management
affairs, Fine again worked to
D
cement an arts policy in
which looked to strongly limit
left wing propaganda in
epdrfnJent
Chicago. The Chicago Cultural
Plan was released in 1987, putAmerica. The government cited
Fine's public political ties in the
By the time the booming busi- ting into place a multifaceted plan
years before Word War II. He was ness was sold to a New York- that's sti ll being implemented
an open member of the based company in 1977, the mid- today,
Communist Party of the USA and die-aged Fine was teaching at
It was Fine's passion.
eventually served on the party's Columbia, then a fledgling arts
"[Fine believed1 the arts were
executive board,
college nestled in a few ware- every part of life and did his best
Instead of facing jail time, houses on Chicago's lakefront. .to make the public believe that as
Fine-then in his late 30s-spent Fine developed a new m"rket ing we ll ," said Michae l C. Dorf, a
five years underground before the concentration for the college-the contributor to the plan.
charges were thrown out.
Department
of
Arts,
Even through his later years"Fred .. , was, in the McCarthy- Entertainment
and
Media he was last listed as Columbia's
era, a wanted man," sa id J . Dennis Management. The revolutionary di rector of public affairs-Fine
Rich, chainnan of the Arts, program looked to connect the cont inued to give back to the arts
Entertainment
and
Med ia arts and creativity with marketing community, serving on nonprofi ts
Management Department at management.
including Free Street, wh ich
Columbi a, a department that Fine
At 63, Fine didn't show any brought free theater to communihelped create. "He made no secret signs of slowing down.
ties. Fine was also still active in
of it."
" Part of us all always thought both of his nonprofits, worki ng on
According to Nick Rabkin, that Fred was going to live forev- a seminar focusing on the connecexecutive director of the Center er," said Rich, who met Fine tion between the arts and democfor Arts Policy and a close friend, when he came to Columbia as a racy fo r Co lumbia at the time of
Fine said that, during his time part-time facu lty member in his death , according to Rabkin.
underground, he lived in halfway 1982, Rich called Fine a mentor
"Fred was an amazing combihomes out of view fro m neigh- and friend.
nation of compassion about the
bors and, more importantly, the
That same year, Fine helped arts and compass ion about pol ifedera l government.
found another avant-garde institu- tics," Rabkin said,
Of course, the charges were tion-the Illinois Arts Alliance
Rich concurs.
eventually dropped. and three and Foundation, an outgrowth of
" I always thought he was just
decades later Fine got his appoint- a conference he had at Columbia. an incredibly dynamic human
ment as commissioner. But The
organization
lin ked being," Rich said, "[He cared1
according to Miller, despite Fine's Chicago's sundry theaters, gal- deep ly about soc ial causes, about
ties to the Com munist Party, he leries and nonprofits under one justice, about culture in the arts
was never disloyal to his country. public art po licy,
and who, indeed, affected everyA day after the attack on Pearl
. The first conference was held at one's life around him ."
Harbor, Fine joined the military Congress Plaza Hote l, 520 S.
Fine died in Santa Barbara,
and spent nearly two years on Michigan Ave., and brought Ca li f. He was 89 and is surv ived
duty, eventually receiving two together 300 artists, pol itic ians by a son.
bronze stars,
and policy experts, Today, the
His words-"the instinct to be
His ties with communism were nonprofit numbers in the thou- creative is universal"-live on in
purely political. Even at a young sands and is considered one of the the Illinois Arts Alli ance and
age, Fine helped organize unions most successful in the country,
Foundation's mission statement.
"[Fi ne] has always been a very
"That's probably how we want
and participated in protests. He
was uniquely attuned to social strong creative influence and a him to be remembered," Valkanas
causes, a trait that would remain terrific strategic po litical mind said.
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United Staff of Columbia College
The mission of United Staff of Columbia College is to
provide excellent support to the students, faculty, staff and
administration of Columbia College in exchange for
humane, stable and decent working conditions as negotiated.
We believe that the enfranchisement of staff through. a union
will preserve staffs vibrant role in the life of the College and
positively impact the delivery of education to our studeI1ts.

t

f

We believe the day has corne for staff at Columbia College to
shed our "at - will employee" status and become full citizens
with a collective voice in the decision -making process that
affects our employment.
We the United Staff of Columbia College are against any and
all employees at the college losing jobs or having benefits
diminished without bargaining.
In weeks ahead, our Organizing Committee will be contacting
staff members individually to address concerns that you may
have and to so li cit your support for our organizing efforts.

Visit us on line at: usofcc.org
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Columbia Coyotes
step up to the plate
o

Team lo"king to add to fanbase for new season

By Andrew Greiner
Assistant News Editor

St udents hungry for hom e runs:
hot dogs, peanuts and Cracker
Jack won't ha ve to choose
between North Side and South
Side pros because Columb ia has
its own baseball team.
The Co lumbi a Coyotes began
practice in January in preparation
for the 2004 season. And while
coach Anthony Piccol i is running
fielding drills, he is also embarking on a public relations cam~
paign to boost support for the
team.
The team is hosting events such
as "Meet Brad Bruntyn Oay"Bruntyn plays first base-and
vo lunteering time to clean up a
Hooters parking lot. Pi cco li
wants more fan support at their
games.
"Go ing into 'Meet Brad
Bruntyn Day,' I figured maybe 25
percent of the schoo l knew about
the team. My goal was to boost
that number to about 75 percent,"
Piccoli said.
Bruntyn won a National
Christian
College
Athlet ic
Association championship in
2002 at Bethel College in
Mishawaka, Ind., where he
played catcher. He was a 2002
National
Association
of
Collegiate
Athletics
A II American and played profess ionally in Tecate, Mexico.
The Coyotes play the ir home
games in Bensenv ille, 111. Piccoli
acknowledges it is difficult for
Columbia students to make it to
games, but he said he hopes solid
play will be a big enough draw.
The team is considering the idea
of chartering a bus to transport
Chicago
to
fans
from
Bensenv ill e, although the idea
may prove too expensive.
Bruntyn offers a simpler solution.
" If we start winn ing more, we
wi ll get more noticeable, " he
said.
Piccoli plans to bui ld on the
team's fourth place finish ·in the
Wisconsin~ l lIinois
Baseball
Conference tournament last year,
where
they
beat
DePaul
University.
"We're expecting to do bener
this year with the addition of
some collegiate level players to
our team," Picco li said.
Charles Schroeder, the team's

~~~cher~~~~~~~ ~

optimi sm for
the upcoming
season.
"We have a
couple
of
SPO
studs on the
team who are vets, and some new
guys who are grade-A cali ber
players," Schroeder said. "I feel
like we can beat anyone, but- we
can lose to anyone. It depends on
how we play that day."
To increase the Coyotes'
chance' for success, Picco li started practices in January. Previous
teams began practice in March,
but Piccoli said he thinks the
extra months wi ll make all the
difference to th is team's performance.
"When it comes to baiting, we
are fine," Piccoli said. "Defense
is where we need improvement.
One error in a game can lead to
lots of errors. In the past we
haven't had a lot of time to work
on fielding. Starting early gives
us time to work and time to gel as
a team."
Another. plus for the Coyotes is
the ava il abi lity of a four-man
pitching roster. Last year the
team was working with just two
starting pitchers, which made for
a t ight rotation in the playoff
tournament, Piccoli said.
"The entire playoffs takes place
in one weekend, and it is a doubleelimination tournament, so we
had guys pitching on no rest. This
year we have options for starters
and that will make our bullpen a
little deeper," Piccoli said.
"We have a solid bunch of guys
thi s year, with a lot of talent. We
are more serious this year, but we
still have fun," Bruntyn said.
The Columbia Coyotes is a
club team, which means it is open
to all students and alumni,
according
to
Howard
Schlossberg, the team's faculty
adviser. Anyone from the school
can play and is encouraged to try
out.
The Coyotes practice every
Saturday for about four hours in
Bensenville. The season starts on
the last weekend in March and
includes 18 regular season games
and the WIBC tournament.

For more information on the
Columbia Coyoles call (312)
344-6791.

.

Shuttle ContinURdfromPage6
service. Administrators threw
out the first shuttle after finding
that students didn ' t ride it.
The new shuttle is different,
though, according to Vice
Pres ident of Student Affairs
Mark Kelly.
Kelly said that the initiative
has a better chance of succeeding due to the additional effort
from the SGA, an effort that he
said will increase student
involvement.
"The college is working in
small and big ways to make the
campus more comfortable for
students
by responding to
what students have identified as
a pr iority," Kelly said.
In conjunction with the shutt le's first weeks in operat ion, the
SGA is giving away coupons for
free coffee at Caribou Coffee to
the first 300 riders .
Such perks are helping ride.rsh ip, and the students who know
about the shuttle say they're
pleased with it.
LA Holts, a junior theater
major who transferred from the

l18.e!

citg beatl
campufl

University of Illinois at Chicago,
said she opted for the free bus
over public transportation.
" I was standing [at] a CTA bus
stop, and I realized we had a
shutt le," she said. "I think it's
great. and really comfortab le.
I think students fee l more safe."
Katherine Spau lding, a sophomore acting major, agreed.
She recently injured her hip,
she said, which makes it hard for
her to walk from the Residence
Center, 731 S. Plymouth Court,
to Columbia's theater.
"I remember talking about
[and signing) the petition for it,"
Spau lding said.
But students also said the shut·
tie cou ld be improved.
Kulovsek said he has already
heard s uggestions from students
who want more stops closer to
the Red Line. Other students
want the bus to run on Fridays
too.
Holts said she would prefer the
shuttle to make a stop at the Van
Buren Metra stop, and Spaulding
sa id it would be beneficial to

change stop times so that stu~
dents can be dropped off with
more time before their classes.
"It's kind of hectic," she said.
"I have a 1 :30 class, and the bus
drops off. .. at 1:25."
Identification of pick-up loca·
t ions is also a problem , ' accord~
ing to some students who sa id
they weren't sure where the shuttle stops due to a lack of bus stop
signs.
Although the city of Chicago
prohibits unauthorized signs on
city streets, the SGA is working
to post stop notices and large
maps in many of the buildings,
Kulovsek said.
After the shuttle's three~month
trial run is complete, Columbia
officials plan to decide whether
or not it would be beneficial to
keep the service.
If administrators vote in favor
of keep ing the shutt le, Columb ia
wi ll sign a _one· year contract
with Pontarell i limo service to
obtain a new 88·seat bus for the
2004 -2005 school year.
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Freshman Charles Schroede r shows off his grip. Shloeder will
catch fOI the Columbia Coyotes baseball team in the spring.
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MARDI GRAS!

WIN $250

SGANEWS

HOW?

LAST WEEK'S MINUTES

The following is a brief representation of what the Columbia College Chicago Student
Ok, this is the scoop:
Government Association discussed at the last senator meeting.
Student Government
Association , along with
Student Organizations Co uncil -Call to order 5:06 p.m.
wit h help from Urban Fusion, -President's Report
are throwing a Mard i Gras
-The shuttl e service we requested and paid half for has started
themed Co lum bia community
-There w ill be better identifi cati on of the bus starting second week of classes
week and a half of madness
-People are starti ng to ride
culminating with a student
wi nning $250 in co ld hard
-Please tell everyone to ride
cas h!
-State of the Co llege will be March 10 at noon
-If you are interested in youth04.org talk to Lucas about more in fo
The con lest works like this:
-Special speaker Tanisha from Manifest planning committee
Collect the most beads and
-If you are interested in helpi ng w ith Manifest contact her
w in. It's that si mple! Ride the
-Town Hall Square will be more exciting and inter3:ctive this year
shuttle and you w ill w in beads,
-Mardi Gras
go to the Fat Tuesday
-Look for fliers about activities
Sidewalk Parade and catch
-We are giving away $250 to the person who shows most schoo l spirit
beads, come to an SGA meeting get beads! Make a Mardi -Coordinator of GLBT asked for funding for 10 students to attend a conference
Gras mask, you guessed it--Theme is Speak Up and Speak Out
get beads ... but wear it aro und
-Asking for help w ith trave l costs
and get even more bonus
-Approved
beads!
-Elections w ill be held Online from May 3 - May 7
-Jennifer Gerber, senator film and video, has res igned
Membe rs of Student
-Meeti ng Adjourned 5:59 p.m.
Government Assoc iatio n will
be wal king arou nd sc hool
CONTACT
weari ng beads around their
INFORMATION
necks, if they see you showing
sc hool spirit, you get a strand E-ma il : sga@colum .edu
Phone: 3 I 2-344-6657
or two.
Fax: 312- 344-8423
Fi nally, on Fat Tuesday, come
to the ·main event in both the
Hokins starting at 7 p.m. and
the person there wi th the most
Col umbi a beads, wi ns !

I 104 S. Wabash Avenue
Chicago, IL 60605
Stude nt Organizations
HUB/Office C
OFFICE OPEN: M-TH 10-4

COMING SOON FROM THE
SGA!
MARDI GRAS GATHERING
WITH SOC!
The fun starts this week!!!
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RIDE COLUMBIA!
You've seen the ads, you've
signed the petitions, now it is
here!

Get on it!
Ride Columbia offers
safety, security, warmth
and, of course, a chance
to · meet other Columbia
community members!

Network, talk,
FIND A DATE,
who knows!
It's ALL possible with

RIDE COLUMBIA
GOVERN ING ADV ICE
"Bundle up, it's still Chicago."

GLOSSARY

Ride Columbia: New shuttle
se rvice for Columbia Students
only

tramural

NATIONAL CAMpUS N EWSo",,,,
Gay fraternity has goal for growth

·1 2

o

Un iversities across the Un ited States encourage 'gay fraternities' as soc ial outlets for homosexual students

.
By Eun Kim

how many stra ight males are all
that progressive here at that

Stlouis Post·Dispatch
(KRT) Edwardsville, [II.- It's

age," he said.
Part of the fra ternity's recruit-

Rush Week for De lta La mbda
Phi, but no one seems to be in a
hurry 10 join,
The predominantly gay frat e rnily, whi ch started last fall al

men! problems may stem from
SlUE being a commuter campus, one with a relatively sm~1I
Greek commun ity. Davenport
said. Delta Lambda Phi is one of

So uthern Ill inois University- .

the schoo l's nine frat e rnities

Edwardsv i lie, is struggling to

and seven soro rities. Onl y one

boost its membership to fu ll
chapter status by this summer's
nat ional convention . It needs at
least a dozen members for that
classification.
So far, it has seve n. And on ly
three students have shown an
in terest in rush ing.
Organi zers stress Ihal the fratem ily is also open to heterosexua l men, eve n though a ll of
it s current pl edges are gay.
"When I first heard about it, I
was concerned about it being a
gay frat," said Scott D. Smith,
wh il e snacking on chips and
soda at a rush party last week at
.a Glen Carbon, III. apartment.
Smith, 19, said he had "plenty
of .gay friends" but few in
school. He had not considered
joining a fraternity but figured it
would be good to have another
social outlet, one with friends
who were serious about academics and philanthropy.
"It's nice that years from now,
you'll st ill have people you can
rely on," said Smith, a freshman
at Southwestern Illinois College
in Granile City, Ill. "These are
people I' ll always have a connection with the rest of my life."
Delta Lambda Phi is the
nation 's first and largest gay fratemity. The only other national
one is Alpha Lambda Tau, but it
has less than a handful of chapters.
Delta Lambda Phi, meanwhile, has 19 chapters and eight
colonies. It was founded in
1986 by three men in
Washington who wished there
had been such a group when

has a chapter house on campus.
"We really want to see them
do wel l. They j ust need to be
persistent and persevere about
it," he sa id. " We don't have a
large Greek popu lat ion here to
begin w ith- it's only about 4
percent of our undergraduate
student body- so people don't
necessarily go rush ing out lookDavid CarsonlKRT
ing. You have to go looking for
Delta Lambda Phi fraternity members Mike DeMoss, Matt
them."
Braasch, Chris Miofsky, Bra~t Hoffman .and rushee Scott
And Delta Lambda Phi memSmith sing karaoke at a bar In. E~ward~vllle ,. III.,. on ~eb . 5.
bers are still searching---even
The fraternity at Southern illinoIs University IS trying to
extending their " Rush Week" an
increase its membership so they can, be promoted to chapter
extra week. Still, only three
status by the national fraternity.
people have been found.
.
Aaron R. Sauter is one of
they were in college. The SlUE
Mike DeMoss, the fraternity's them. He attended a Feb. 9 rush
fraternity- technically
a vice president, said the fraterni- party after seeing a flier for the
colony- is the only one in ty took great effort to protect the group.
Missouri or Illinois.
privacy of individuals who have
"I like this. I like the idea of a
While the fraternity is based not told friends or relatives that gay fraternity," said the SlUE
at SlUE, membership is open to they are gay.
junior. "It was a group of people
any college student in the St.
He said three current mem- who were open-minded, which
Louis area, including those bers had not come out to their was really lacking in my life."
attending community college or parents, for example.
Sauter said he wasn't convocational
school,
said
"Our brotherhood provides a cerned abou.t what others think
President Christopher Miofsky, niche for men who may want a of him or the organization.
20.
Greek experience in college, but
"Ever since I came out to
So why has it been so hard to who may be reluctant to rush myself, if they have a problem
find recruits?
other fraternities for fear ofhaz- with my sexuality, that's their
It most likely has to do with ing, discrimination or having to problem," he said.
the stereotypes surround ing the come out," he said. "People feel
DeMoss said he was much
idea of a gay fraternity, Miofsky like they have to come out, and happier and more confident
sa id. '
that's not necessarily the case. since pledging. He said the fra"There are people out there Joining this type of fraternity, ternity also provided him with
who -think we sit around, drink there isn't any risk."
the support he needed to come
beer and have sex with each
John Davenport, Greek Life out to his parents last fall.
other," he said. .
coordinator for SlUE, said it
DeMoss considers the other
Instead, Delta Lamba Phi is takes courage for indivipuals to . members of the fraternity "not
like any other Greek organiza- be associated . with Delta just a group of friends, but a real
tion focused on philanthropy, Lambda Phi.
group of brothers. We just mean
academics and kinship, he said.
"The reality is, I don't know that much to each other."

Democratic presidential candidate Howard Dean speaks to
supporter at University of Wisconsin's College of Nursing in
Milwaukee in February 2004.
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Business professors say'Apprentice'
has lessons to teach their students

Young campaign
volunteers fmd
political idols
By Laura Fasbach

Jennifer GraylocklAP

From left· George Ross Donald Trump and Carolyn Kepcher arrive. to th5 EPi~~de 4 screening of Tr~mp's new sho;"', "The Apprentice,· held in Hollywood, Calif. on an. .

By Ellen Lee
Miwaukee !rumal Sentinel

(KRT) Walnut Creek, CalifLocation, location, location. Sex
sells. Don't fall as leep on the job.
Who says there's nothing to
learn from watching NBC's new
reality show "The Apprentice"?

Produced by Donald Trump and
Mark Burnen of "Survivor" fame,
the series stars 16 well·groomed,
20 and 30-something contestants
vying to land a $250,000 "dream
job" in Donald Trump's empire.
Each week, "The Dona ld"
sends the two teams, men versus
women, 00 a. "business" assignment: selling lemonade, creating
an advertising campaign and more
recently, negotiating the best
prices for items ranging from
squid to cigars.
The winning team receives a
reward-such as a tour of
Trump's lavish apartment- and
the other is sent to the boardroom.
At the end of each episode, Trump
barks "You' re fired !" and points
the lo~er to the "down elevator."
The show has caught the anention of mill ions of viewers,
including some business school
students and professors.
After all , instead of stranding
them in the Amazon or forcing
them to eat pig brains (really,
where's the educational value in
that?), this show throws the contestants into the real jungle, the
fast -paced, dog·eat·dog business
world. But could it become wor·
thy of textbook fodder for budding entrepreneurs?
"I think Donald Trump might
be giving some feedback that just
might be valuable," said Eugene
Muscat, senior associate dean of
the University of San Franci sco's
Schoo l
of
Bus iness
and
Management.
Muscat suggests that students

track the candidate with whom
they most identify with- the
Harvard MBA graduate, for
instance-and see how the person
fares. He doesn't advocate setting
aside an hour a week to watch it
but said that if there's any lesson
to learn, it could be in the feed·
back that each contestant receives.
Kathleen Kane, an organ izational behavior professor at the
same school, saiCl she might use
clips of the show to spark discus·
s ion in her classes. Analyzing how
the groups interact could offer
insight into bui lding trust, foster·
ing leadership and fonning coalitions, she said.
Certainly, the show so far has
displayed examples of how not to
run an operation. The men 's team,
for instance, has fumbled its first
three tasks. That's in part because
none of them will take responsi·
bility for the group's fai lure, Kane
said.
The women, on the other hand,
have had personality clashes, but
"they are also concerned about
creating a good team," Kane said.
" I don't hear the men talking that
way."
The candidates have also made
other basic business school 101
mistakes.
Kelli Chester, a graduate stu·
dent at UC Berkeley's Haas
School of Business who used to
work in marketing, was appalled
when the men 's team, during an
assignment to create an adverti s·
ing campaign, decided to go
ahead with its plans without fi rst
meeting with the client.
It didn 't help that another member of the team fe ll asleep as they
were putting the ad together. They

lost.
A fonne r New Yorker, Chester
also saw right away the men's
mistake in choos ing to open their
lemonade stand near a fish mar-

keto The women picked a
walk near Times Square
plemented their lemonade
ing out kisses and their
numbers. The men lost that

too.
"It just reinforced the
principles-go where your
tomers are, know what
clients want, talk to the
in
charge," Chester said.
Whether Trump. author of The

Art of the Deal and Surviving at
the Top, is a worthy mentor, as the
show suggests, is questionable.
1·lere and there during the show,
he has offered his thoughts on
"the art of negotiating" and how a
smart person can sti ll make a good
deal in a bad location. He also
took to task a contestant who
dared to interrupt him, warning
him not to do that with his boss.
Joshua Kahr, who teaches real
estate at Baruch College in New
York, has used The Donald in hi s
classes as an example of knowing
one's market.
To Kahr, Trump 's bu ildings,
with their pink marble and fou n·
tains, "are as ugly as sin." Yet
Trump se lls the units at a premi·
urn time and again.
"He hones in on his market and
he knows who he's selling to,"
Kahr sa id. " He hits the mark
evel)' time."
But Matt T hompson, a secondyear Stanford MBA student, isn't
watch ing the show for its educational value.
"I can relate to it more than -I
can the ' Survivor ' shows," he
said. "But it 's based on a carica·
ture ofreal business life."
Chester, who recalls seeing a
long line of "The Apprent ice"
hopefuls during a casting call this
summer, caught the first two
episodes whi le on vacat ion but
hasn't watched s ince classes
resumed.

Thornton said it w;U be difficult
0to encourage people to give up
their cars, particularly when both
UK and Lexington lack the support systems for ' alternative
modes of trnnsportatioo.
Until then, UK will tty to male.
the campus as safe for pedestrianS and cyclists as possible, he
said. Like many O-Q. campus. he's
not sure if citing jaywalkers is a
soludon.

TIie Record
(KRT) Bergen County. N.l.Their generation may be more
likely to vote for the next
American Idol than the next
American president. But while
young voters are often no-shows
at the polls, an army of 20-somethings is helping to shape who
captures the White Hou se in
November.
Behind evel)' candidate, fro m
President Bush to Gen. Wesley
C lark, are young campaign wo~k.
ers from around the countl)' will·
ing and able to uproot themsel ves
at a moment 's notice to be a part
of what 23-year·old Mike Moffo
considers "a mix of a traveling
carnival and milital)' operation."
The Boston University grad
from Mercer County has been
clocking thousands of miles .on
his family 's 1996 Mercul)' station
wagon as he works to ensure Se?
John Kerry w ins the Democrat ic
Party 's nomination.
His journey

Like other campai gns, Dean 's
staffs in Iowa and New
Hampshire have been made up of
workers born around the time
Ronald Reagan became president.
While it varies by candidate,
both Republicans and Democrats
said 50 percent or more of campaign staffers and vo lunteers a~e
often just out of college. TheIr
po litical "war rooms" can look
more like student govern.ment
meetings, with campaigns serving
as first jobs for many recent grads.
"Campaigns are often the petri
di shes of po litical professionals,"
. said Kevin Madden, a spokesman
for Bush.Cheney ' 04, who started
hi s own career in po litics handing
out leaflets for a county legis lative race while growing up.
Whether it 's making calls to
voters, seni ng up folding chairs at
town hall meetings or campaign.
ing door to door in a part of the
country they've never been to
before, young campaign workers
are an invaluable resource,
Madden added.
They
also

began in a
If young people did vote
" Kerry
for they could tum out to be the
President" Tswing vote for this years
shirt
and election, lIl)Jch like soccer

bring something
to the tab le that
many
older
adults lack: ide-

shorts
last
August when
he rolled into

alism.
"I t's very emotional and per.

SiouX

City,

moms in the
1996 presidential election.
_

Alison Bvrne Fields,

Iowa, to serve
author
as a field L ____-=::.:~=director on the
campaign. Five months later, he
left the state after the nation's first
caucus w ith his " Ke rry for
President" wool hat and. cov7r.
ails-not to mention a major VIC·
tory for his team .
The celebrat ions were jubilant,
but brief. Within hours, Moffo
packed the campaign office into
the back of his car-a dozen
phones, a coup le of desktop com·
pU lers, and various " Kerry para·
phernalia"- and took off for
Delaware to gear up for the Feb. 3
primary. There was no time to
vis it Mom and Dad in Ilamilton
Township, N.J .
"As far as stab il ity is concerned, there isn't a who le lot,"
Moffo said in a cell phone interv iew while he drove across
Illinois. "On the campaign, youth
and energy are essential."
It's no wonder that campaigns
have long depended on the stam i·
na of young workers, who are able
to endure frequent all ·nighters,
low or no wages (the average pay
is between $200 and $500 a
week), and a d iet of pizza and caf·
fe ine. Often, they share apartments with other campaign workers.to save on rent, or they live
with local supporters who open
their homes to them .
Bertin Lefkov ic , a West
Orange, N.J . res ident serving as a
field director in New Jersey for
Howard Dean , said the lifesty le
appeals to a younger crowd.
"They are more fl ex ible
because they don't have to be
locked into one place in life,"
Lefkov ic said.
Lefkov ic, 33, started work ing
for campaigns throughout the
Slate in his 20s, in part because of
the thri ll of making a difference.

sonal for all of

us," sa id
_____' Nelson,

Roxey
a

Rutgers Un iversity graduate who
decided to postpone graduate
schoo l and head west from her
Hackensack, N.J., home to
Waterloo, Iowa. "You can work
for money or you can find what
you love and tl)' to make money
at it."
Nelson, who worked on state
Sen. Joseph Con ig lio's campa ign
in the 38th Legislative District,
plans to pursue a career in po litical marketing. After she helped
the Paramus, N.J ., Democrat win
a second term in November, the
27·year·o ld decided to sign up
with Dean because she didn't
want "four more years of George
Bush."
Nelson said part of the allure of
working on a presidential cam·
paign was the travel. She's always
wanted to dri ve cross·country, so
venturing into the Midwest in her
Honda Civ ic was part of the experience. After Dean finished third
in Iowa, the campaign dispatched
her to South Caro lina to help
bui ld support in the February pri.
mal)'.
Chr istopher Anest, 23 , from
Nutley, N.J ., was limited in the
amount of campaign work he
could do because of his teaching
job in New York City. But the
American Unive rs ity graduate
st ill wanted to help out. He rose
early on Jan . 23 to join a group of
vo lunteers traveling to New
Hampshire to campaign for Kerry
before the Jan. 27 primary. The
trip was organ ized by Rep. Bill
Pascre ll Jr.'s oflice in Paterson,

N.J.
" !t 's hard fo r me to under·
stand," said Anest. says watch ing
the Iowa caucuses on C-Span was
the "u ltimate in reality TV."
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The 1004 Paula Pfeffer & Cheryl Johnson-Odim

POLITIC~L
C~RTOON

CONT£fT
10' all students 01 Columbia College Chi cago

Two $300 ·first prizes, two $100 second prizes
and two $100 third prizes
will be awarded in each of two categori es, single panel cartoo ns and multipl e pane l cartoons. The six winning cartoons wi ll .be selected by a jury, which
will incl ude faculty from various departments, a student and a professional cartoonist. Submitted cartoons must be drawn or printed (if composed on a
computer) in black ink on 8 112 x II whi te paper. Inc lude name, address, phone and student ID number on back of entry.

COLUMBIA CHRONICLE

Se nd subm issions to : Polit ical Cartoon Contest
C/O Teresa Prados-Torreir a
Libe ral Education Department
624 S. M ichigan, 900A

Dudlinc for submissions: Friday, March 16th

•

en l ng
"WhaLWe've Le;vn.ed"
February 19. 2004
.
5:00pm

110L
4ower
S. W
abasbth e hub"
Lever-In
call

-312.344.6792
.
for more info

Spon~Ad

by the offlC'At of Student Leadership
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Berg hire raises concerns
For a school that's struggling with
growth problems and consistent
budget shortfall s. the last thing
administrators should have done is
hired a new executive, especially
when the position was. just created.

Co llege

offic ials

lasl

week

announced the addition of form er
c ity Planning and Development
Comm issioner Alicia Berg to
Columbi a's
higher

The school's 20 10 plan, a wrinen
proposal that includes institutional
goals and objectives, acknowledges
such probl ems under a subhead
titled "Campus Environment."
"A lthough it is becoming more
difficult and expensive to acquire
space in the South Loop, the city of
Chicago supports the development
of a college and university district in

management. Berg will
serve as the director of
cam pus environment, a

position the co ll ege
structured just for her.
The announcement
of her hiring came

hours

after

junction with Gall's departure, one
that is rumored to have been forced,
the schoolloS1 not only an important
administrator, it lost a space management director, a facilities manager and a holder of plans to the
school's biggest problem- growth.
So, the school replaced Gall with
an outsourced consultant. Mike
Debish, the vice president of facilities and operations, also
a newly created position, is on the track to
impl eme nting just as
many positive changes
as his predecessor.
A former building
manager for the Tribune
Co., Debish so far has
pitched various solutions for school expansion and growth, including renting
out historic Dearborn Station to possibly use the building's extra space
• for a student center.
Debish's thinking is on target with
the school 's plans. He has professed
to The Chronicle on several occasions his dedication to this school.
Columbia is jumping the gun by
hiring Berg, Even if administrators
want to utilize city officials, they
should have solidified a partnership
other than the one that includes hiring a high-caliber VP, a move that
will presumably cost the school in
excess of $100,000 annually. In
order to achieve its goals, the school
should cut costs from the top.
The 20 I0 plan depends on it.

COLUMBIA
CHRONICLE

Berg 's

recent
oust
from
Chicago
Mayor
Richard Daley 's cabinet.
Such an installment seems strange
fo r Columbia, a college that cui
money from each of its academ ic
departments last semester. Surely

an institution such as Columbia, that
wan'ts to continue its annual 3.25
percent enrollment increase track
record, would want to put money
toward initiatives that include creating enough space to accommodate
all of its incoming students.
Of course, it could be argued that
a "campus environment" position
may be used to promote sufficient
academic space, as well as the galleries, computer labs and -study
spaces that college officials have
promised but failed to follow
through on in the past.

Our Turn
the South Loop, and more specifically a Wabas h arts corridor
anchored by Columbia Coll ege
Chicago," it stated.
The school published the 2010
plan in June.
Can the city's "support" be
"anchored" by Berg, even though
Dal ey expressed major disappointment during at least one point in her
city employment?
It's obvious that the college has
exhausted its resources and needs to
tum to a higher level of prominent
figures to help achieve its goals.
After the resignation of Exccutive
Vice President Bert Gall in August,
college o,fficials have been scrambling to cover the dozens of job
titles Gall filled by himse lf. In eon-

RONY

tially over the past two decades as a
record number of "Generation Y-ers"
has continued on to co llege. AJways
eager to kick up their earnings, co l·
leges and universities have inflated
their tuition costs at an exponential
rate, ensuring that you' ll be paying
fo r your future fo r a good, long time.
However, several co ll eges are
breaking away from the fo ld, cutting
tuition costs in the hopes of anracting students to defer their lack of
endowments and state funding, some
of them are close to home.
Former
P~esident
Ronald
Reagan's alma mater, Eureka
College here in Illinois is following
on the s uccess of Muskingum
College in Ohio by cutting its tuition
sticker by almost 30 percent for the
upcoming fa ll semester in order to
bring fresh and talented faces into
the fold.
Despite our dewy-eyed optimism
on the matter, college is a business,
and an exceptionally profitable one

at that. While cutting tuition costs in
some circumstances would almost
certainly guarantee a decline in the
quality of education at some schools,
Eureka and _!Mus kingum have
retained their high standards for stu·
dent acclimation, hoping the drop in
tuition will be an appealing ahema·
tive that will help increase their
numbers. Simple bl}Siness: Offer a
quality product at a quality price, and
your business is bound to succeed.
Quality education is always a good
investment.
The Chronicle wholeheartedly
supports Eureka and Muskingum's
plucky new initiatives, particularly
in the hopes that they will hit close to
home (hint, hint). Besides, sell ing
your organs is by no means a fai lsafe course of action. If you're anything like us, most of them wi ll be
barely usable by the end of your tenn
here.
On to selling chi ldren, then.
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Amtrak needs to be savetl
Staff Editorial
The Oaiy free Press (8os1cn u.)

Colleges cut tuition to attract students
If you're like most college stu·
dents, you have $20 to your name at
any given time and semi-cl ea n
clothes on your back that sme ll
dimly of cheap beer and cigarettcs.
This is because you are what is
affectionately known as fiscall y
reduced. You have sacrificed four
years of your life SO that the remain·
der of your days are not spent scalding yourself over a fryer or selling
used carpeting door to door.
It used to be that you cou ld go
through school without accruing a
staggering amount of debt and obtain
a decent job that didn 't require you
to sell precious organs or your future
offspring to bands of wh ite slavers in
order to resolve your tuition debts. If
you went to a state school, you might
be lucky enough to get off with only
se lling one kidney and the ugliest
chi ld, but you didn't. You chose a
pri vate school. Lucky you.
Post-secondary education across
the country has increased exponen·

Off the .beaten path :

(V-WIRE) BOSTON- Many
Boston University students
count on Amtrak to get to tHeir
homes in the Northeast and back
to schoo l, but they may not have
that option for much longer.
President George W. Bush 's fiscal 2005 budget may deprive the
struggling rail company of the
money it needs to keep operating
next year, Amtrak officials say.
Both sides must come together
to find a way to keep it going.
In Bush 's new budget, Amtrak
will receive half the funding it
requested for the year, whic~
would force it to s hut the railroad down, Amtrak President
David Gunn told the Associated
Press on Feb. 10. Amtrak
requested S1.8 billion to maintain business and make repairs:
Bush has offered S900 million
and asked state governments to
help front the rest of the bill.
Railroads are hi storic pieces
of the modern United States. But
Bush must either decide to make
a full-fledged investment o r toss
them aside. As Europe's highly
efficient cross-continental railroad system shows, train transportation can still be well 'run
and profitable, but it will take
time and money to make the
United States' system comparable.
Ind eed, the railroad itself must
a lso make some adjustments, as
it has over the last two years, in
order to stay afloat. Only certain
areas of the country use railroads
enough to make trains profitable,
and company officia ls should
think long and hard about cutting service to those that do not.
It is very expensive to operate a
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railroad system, something to
which the company's expensive
ticket prices attest. But if the
company wants to remain ,.i n
business-and in the favor orthe
federal _ government, =.'Ill and
American public- it must keep
improving its business pra~tices
and lowering ticket prices in
orde r to draw customers. It's
absurd that train rides are often
more expensive than plane rides,
though they often take hours
longer.
Still, Bush s hould give the
company credit where it is due.
After a near-fiasco two years
ago, when company officials
said Amtrak would shut down
without a government loan, the
company has made great strides.
It has cut more than" 2,000 jobs
since 2002 and finished 2003
with a ~148 million s urplus.
There is no cut-and-dry solution to Amtrak's troubles, but
something must be done before
the railroad company goes under
completely. One place Bush
could 100kJor some extra cash is
in the SI.5 billion he announced
that he plans to s pend o n marriage programs- he should put
the money where it is needed
most.
Bush and Amtrak officials
must find the middle ground in
order to salvage the company.
Bush s hould offer more funding,
and Amtrak must make more
improvement s. Shutting down
underused lines will eventually
pave the way for a more stable .
Amtrak. Tick et prices must be
.Iowered, and c hanges must be
made. But Gunn sai d Bush 's
proposed budget basically cuts
Amtrak off, and both parties
must do somethi ng to save it.
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Bush's idiocy provides Sunday's entertainment
AdJITI J. Ftrington
CotM1enIaty EdilDr

"In a way. the world view of
fhe party imposed ilself mosl sue·
cessfully on people incapable 0/
understanding it. ]hey could be
made to accept the most flagrant
violations 0/ reality. because they
never fully grasped the enormity
0/ what was demanded of them,
and were not sufficiently interest·
cd in public events to no/ice what
was happening. ..
-{leorge Orwell, 1984
I hate Sunday. It 's a horrible
day; ugly, vestigial tail at the end
of the week that, for most people,
means rising early to engage in a

weird ritual approximating cannibalism with salvation from individuality before sitting on their
asses in front of the television'all
day. I' ll not venture a nywhere
ncar that g ilded abattoir of intellectual decay, but I wi ll watch televis ion . Purely out of morbid
curiosity, you understand.
And I' m always sorry I do.
During an interview with
Jonathan Ross at the apex of his
s ickening tenn, abscess on the
arsc of po litics Ric hard Nixon
minced up his mongrel face and
sneered through his jagged teeth
that, " When the president does it.
that means that it is not illegal. "
II used to be that we hung
thieves, liars and scoundrels and
left their remains to the birds, but
that's all over now. Now we let
them run the country.
In any case, here's the president-you know, the one who
looks like a twitching space monkey- subjected on NBC 's "Meet
the Press" to Tim Russert 's probing queslions as he shifts his eyes
around the oval office at al l the
bright colors, habitua lly reiterating words that sound like incantations from a down-sp iral paralle l
earth where tentacled ch ildren
creep into your house at night and
replace the young in the ir c ribs.
Words like "weapons of mass
destruct ion," " War on Terror" and
"e ne mies of the republic ."
Russert played his part well , a
seasoned representative of the

fiers and caveats, but
when you spoke! to the
country, you said. 'there
is no doubt.'" to which
Bush fidgeted and
responded, "I think. if I
might remind you that
in my language I called
it a grave and gathering
threat, but I don't want
to get into word contests. But what I do
want to share with you
is my sentiment at the
time." He might as well
have told us that " My
special friend Jesus says
that soon we' ll all be
rich astronauts liv ing in
mansions on Mars."
Bush 's entire platfonn
defending our incursion
into Iraq, let alone his
responses to the deteriorating economy and
concerns of health care
and unemployment, has
been to scare and tempt
people with opaque language a nd veiled
L-...:..:::....:=--:..::=--..::.-=-.::.:..:::..:....~c.=:~.:::::.--'-'=---'-::RY..:.-n=.:o-'-ugg:::::.nIThe:::""';;Chronide==
· threats. Hi s figure s and
words are unifonn ly
fourth estate whose career is
be reanalyzed. Every threat h~d
muddled as he drives the
steeped in respectability, probing
machines of war and corporate
to be looked a~. Every pote~t lal
as best he could for some gli mharm to Amenca had to be Judged interests forward with the darkly
mer of nascent aptitude, but he
soothing elegy ofa funeral direcin the context of this War on
was doomed fro m the start, as
Ter:ror," fo llowed by an ,ugly
tor. You can trace the shapes with
much as anyone might imagine,
sm irk that s~~ested he d rathe r
your fin gers in the cold night,
against a conservat ive of Bush's
be finge r-pal.ntmg.
tightly-wound contours that tint
Texan years; a collector of useConservatives such as Bush
the di ssenting among us with
less skills and worthless experihave been at the forefront of the
unease and cause us to call out
ences. Even as he rolled down his fight against "pol it ically correct"
for some veneer of reassurance, a
list of quest ions, he was fighting
soft light to push back the shapes
language fo r the ben er part of the
an uphill banle through the mud.
past 10 years, claim ing thO
at " li bthat spill fro m the cracks in the
Quest ions li ke, " How do you
erals" a nd " members of the media closet door.
respond to critics who say that
elite" are try ing to sway and
This is Ame rica's last queasy
you brought the nation to war
deceive us by purposefully poiprank at its own expense as we
under fa lse pretenses?" to a speci- soni ng our language and clouding sink into our fi nal days of indomen like Bush resulted in a preour everyday interactions with
lence and complacency.
dictably vague answer of, ''The
Meanwhi le, a politicallyeach other. Despite the substance
first of all , I expected to find the
of the ir claims (and there are
neutered generation of spastic
weapons. Sining behind this desk
mouth breathers scrawl out love
many, but we won't get into a
making a very di ffic ult decision
letters to "American Idol" cond iscussion about sem iot ics and
of war and peace, and I based my
the structure of language right
testants with feces on thei r beddecision on the best intelligence
room walls.and our idiot presinow) Bush's aphorisms and do upossible, intelli gence that had
dent runs na ked across the White
blespeak were a gravely perfect
been gathered over the years ...
case o f the obfuscation and lack
House lawn at n ight wi th an
And I made a decision based
of accountability that he claims to American fl ag draped around hi s
upon that intelligence in the conde ride. partic ularly his response
neck.
text o f the war against terror. In
to Russert's remark of "Mr.
It 's times like this that I want to
othe r words, we were anacked,
President, the director o f the C IA
kill my television.
and therefore every threat had to
said that his briefi ngs had quali-
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Your Turn

Question: Who do you think should get the Democratic nomination?
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"Kerry. if anybody... He
seems the most real to me."

" I couldn' t tell you. I try to
stay away from politics."

"John Kerry, because he's the
most favorable cand idate."

- K .te DeLuo.

-.J05e T.pia
Frahm.o, Film & Video

--JhODtia WilfuuDJ

Juoior, FuhioD Retail
M.D.gemeot

Sophomore, Marketing

"It doesn 't maner, because none
of[the candidates] have the
muscle to beat middle America."
- Kevin KeLlao

Sophomore, Radio &
Broadcasting
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The Center for Teaching Excellence presents...

The Columbia College Chicago

Excellence in

inatea Great Teacher'
For details visit
;-,

http://cte.colum.edu

Committee is offering
'00) to~students'whO can best communicate ·
iemlora'b,'le "learning moment, ) ~~trif1S wil/;bejudged on .clarity:,conciseness, and creativity,
, and MUST UIiC the f ' , , Qid we'mention creativity?
will be ilInnounced before Spring Break.
Don't hesitate: the deadline Is March 3/
Prizes will be gift certificates to Follers OR Borde
kstores. All entries will be exhibited in the
Ubra,ys 1]lira Floor Gallery.
Cut here
Cut here
Cut here
Cut here
.
. --------------- ------ -- ----------------------------------------Send entries "Learning Moment Contest" Center for Teaching Excellence. t 1'" Floor, Torco Building.
to:

Name: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Department _ _ _ _ _ _ _--,-_ _ _ __

February 16, 2004

.

-

--

• 900 Local Anytime Minutes
• Includes Nationwide Long Distance
• Unlimited Nights and Weekends
• Free Roadside Assistance for 1 month*
• Free Motorola T73l
(after $30 mail-in rebate)

--t<:. US. Cellular
1-888-8UY-USCC • GETUSC.COM
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Windy (
Bantam Weight (
in the country. U
ed on the city's
location at 440 I
Griffin (the gym
legendary gym-.
Sugar Ray Rober
uses some of its I

February 16, 2004
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started in the 1920s by fonner World
Coulons, is one of the oldest gyms
death in the 1970s, the gym was loeatEast Side, eventually relocating to its current
I W, Ogden Ave. under the ownership of Clarence
is now owned by The Chicago Golden Gloves). The
boxing greats such as Joe Louis, Barney Russ,
Primo Camera trained during its prime-still

equipment to this very day.
photos by Andrew J. Scott

Rfr.FI JE
COI.lIMIlIA COl EGf LIBRARY
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The Kevin Martinez Band

~

February 18, 12:30-1:30pm

~

' t: ~~fii~

acOU~

Hokin Gallery and Annex

~

The monthly Afternoon Acoustic MU s i c Series
fea t ures a rotating schedule of groups
and 8010 artists throughou t all [e l Spaces
facilities. Fr ee and open to t he p ubli c .

February 16, 2004

CAL
[Q)~~@~~~
GRADUAnNG SENIOR STUDENTS

Master DrummerHorace Brown
February 24, l-3pm
Hokin Gallery and Annex
The monthly Drum Circle Series
features various drum leaders
while promoting a communal
experience for Columbia
College students through the
universal language of music.
Students, faculty and staff
are encouraged to bring a
percussion instrument
and join ·the circle
of music . Free and
open to the
public.

. ..~ ..

----
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What is C33?

C33 is the newest of the C-Spaces, the student centers and galleries
of Columbia College Chicago, remodeled in the summer of 2003. It is
the gallery in 33 E. Congress on the ground floor - the newest meeting
place for the Columbia family!
What ale the houls at C33?

Monday - Thursday: 9am - 7pm
Friday: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: By appointment
What is C33 fOI?

C33 is a space for students to curate exhibitions and for organizatio.ns
and departments to host student events as well as a place to
congregate, study, and chill out between class~s. It's a . SR9c~ fO rj.the.
students at Columbia College Chicago.
What's happening at C33 this month?

January 26 - February 25 (hours the same as gallery hours) .
Shelter, an exhibition of installation, sculpture, photography, and other
2D works by Arts Community. Arts Community
is a recognized student organization
that prepares Art & Design students for
professional life in the greater art community.
Every Monday this semester, 7pm - 9pm
Starting February 18
Poetry Open Mic Reading
Hosted by Student Leadership

r"

p

•
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How do I reserve C33?

Call Ted Cho, C-Spaces' Tech and Program
Manager to book events. If you're interested
in curating an exhibition, download the form from our website at
www.colum.edujspaces or contact the Hokin Center at 312-344-7696.

February 16, 2004
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Love is true for Adam ·a nd Drew
o

Dynamic duo teams up a second time for Columbia Pictures' romantic comedy '50 First Dates'

.fIrriS
oadayan
Editor
His plan was simple: Never date
a local g irl . never fa ll in love, live
out the dream of sailing to Alaska
with no st rings attached. But
somewhere along the way. pancake-waffle houses, penguins in
Hawaiian shirts, an oversexed
man/woman zoo assistant and the
lives of walruses got mixed
in with fate and destiny,
taking him on a completely different path.

In 50 First Dates,
Adam Sand ler plays
Henry Roth, every
woman 's
dream
man ; the heartbreaker on the
H awaiia n
island of Oahu
who captures
the love of
female
tburists ages
20 to 50.

Working at

way it is, training walruses and
helping them out when they're
sick, w ith really no plans for anything to change.
But fate takes its course one day
when Henry's Sea Serpent boat
breaks down on a test run and he
stops at the Hukilau Cafe. There,
he meets Lucy (Drew Banymore),
a beautiful high school art teacher
he is instantly attracted to and ends
up falling for.
The problem: Lucy has a
neurological
d isorder
'. caused by a car accident,
which causes her to wake
up with a clean slate
every day. Her brother
and father prepare to run
Lucy through the same
routine over and over
again,
including
ordering her hundreds of copies
of the newspaper from
a
year
ago and

c e 1e-

Sea
Life
Park as a

brating
h er
father 's
b irth -

day fo r the 300th time .
Herny's best mend Ula (played
by Rob Schneider) tries to help
shed some light on the bleak situation by pointing out that Henry is
in the kind of pred icament that
every guy wishes for: To date a g irl
who won't rem ember anything
that happened the next morning.
But, Henry has fallen for
Lucy and is faced with the
challenge of getting her to
fa ll in love with him.
Through the USe of various
tactics, includ ing park ing
hi s car, which needs a jump
start, in her way and having
Ula kick Henry's ass on the
road so that Lucy will stop her
car and get out, he gets her to like
him every day, over and over
again.
Finally, after having many first
dates with Lucy, Henry decides it's
time to take the relationship to the
next level. He makes a videotape
for her to watch every morning,
with a recount of all the events
that have happened so far. It
tells her she was in an accident over a year
ago, that she
has no short-

with a reggae soundtrack featuring
songs such as UB40's remake of
"Every Breath You Take," the
goofy film projects an awesome
message about the power of love
and faith.

Henry (Adam Sandler, right) trades in his typicai schtick for sentiment by Singing a song for Lu cy (Drew Barrymore) in '50 First Dates.'

How the Windy City got the blues
By Jamie Murnane
Assistant ME Editor
It's no secret that Chicago is
famous for the blues. After a ll , the
city is hQme to the largest free
blues fest ival in the world . Within
Columbia's vic inity a lone, li ve
blues can be heard virtually every
night at the renowned Buddy
Guy's Legends and other popu lar
venues, such as Blue Chicago,
Kingston Mines, B.L.U.E .S, The
Hideout and sometimes even the
House of Blues.
But very few peop le actually
know how it all happened, how
Chicago got to be such a deep
shade of blue.
To put an end to all the speculation, the Museum of Science and
Industry, 57th Street and Lake
Shore Drive, has just unveiled a
new temporary exhibit, "Sweet
Home Chicago: Big City Blues
1946-1966," as part of its annual
Btack Creativity project. The
exhibit, deve loped by
the
Experience Music Project (its
Seattle building is also a famous
Frank O. Gehry design), wi ll run
though June 20, a week after the
21st Annual .. Ch icago Blues
Festival comes to an end.
According to Jennifer Ickes, the
museum's media relations coordinator, the "Sweet!!O!De Chicago"

-..

-;

seemed li ke a great fit because
''the museum 's Black Creativity
Committee was look ing for an
exhibit to begin in conjunct ion
with the annual Black Creativity
ce lebration and programming."
"Sweet Home Chicago" guides
viewers through the birth of the
blues, tracing its melodic steps a ll
the way from the Mi ssissippi
Delta to Chicago 's very own
Bronzev ille and Maxwell Street
neighborhoods-where blues first
permeated the city.
In famous
West Side soul musicians are
highlighted in the exh ibit, as well
as popular contemporary bluesmakers like Eri c C lapton.
"Our city played a key ro le in
the growth of blues music and the
blues industry," said David
Mosena, museum president and
CEO, in a press release. "B ut most
of the once-great reco rd companies, blues clubs and other spots
are long gone. (The exhibit] introduces our guests to the peop le and
places that helped provide a foundation for today's popular music
and that were once so important to
Chicago business and culture."
Many believe the universality of
the emotions that blues music
expresses has served as the foundation of much of today's
music ,and that "Sweet Home
Chicago" has the ev idence needed

,

Court"y The Museum of Science and Industry

'Sweet Home Chicago' runs through June 20, displaying the cultural roots of the world of blues.
to back that up.
Priceless artifacts and e laborate
displays illustrating groundbreaking .events in the ~Iues world help
to paint the bigger picture, telling
the ta le of the first blues pioneers'
journey to Chicago from the South
and how blues evolved over the
years to become what it is today.
Some of the items on display
~ are guitars that belonged to influ-

ential blues masters, s uch as
Muddy Waters, John Lee Hooker
and Clapton.
Very rare concert photos,
records and photos are also on display, as well as oral history interviews with key blues musicians.
producers and residents who've
been touched by the power of
blues.

The "Sweet Home Chicago"

exhibit is available for viewing
during normal museum hours:
Monday through Saturday from
9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. For more
in/ormation about the "Sweet
Home Chicago" exhibit, visit the
Museum o/Science and IndUJtry s
website at www.nuichicago.org.

must go faster than you, he must

be better than you. Hell no, he
doesn't care about weather conditions, upcoming construction
sites or possible congestion
ahead. He just wants to leave
you in the dust.
Group No. 2: The "slow
creeper"-definitely one of my
favorites. Yes, this is the guy in
the spot next to you who stares
straight ahead, pretending he
God bless Chicago drivers. If . doesn't see you. You..are not on
his left side, as he watches the
you can survive the typical
traffic light for the change to
Chicago commute and make it
green while slow ly creeping
out in one piece, you can make
inch by inch to get in front.
it anywhere. It 's surv iva l of the
Group No.3: One of the
fitte~ t out there on Lake Shore
groups on the road that begs for
Drive or 1-94.
It 's you against the senior citi- retaliation--the "obli vious," the
drivers that don 't really "see"
zens zoom ing at a smooth 10
you, so they feel they can do
mph, you aga inst the woman
whatever they want. These are
going 75 mph while applying
the people who can 't seem to
makeup (showing the world she
understand the concept of "rules
is defi nitely not born wi th it, it's
of the road" and the fac t there
definitely Maybell ine) and you
are others on the road with
against the "victim," the man
them . You can generally tell the
who, ifeul offwill growl. snarl
members of this group if they
and glare at you.
And it's only getting worse.
are in your blind spot and obviApparently mental capacities
ously love it. They match speed
are now bas ically being devoted
with you. They wait for you to
to the difficult tasks of having to put on your blinker so they can
adjust their speed, making it
remember to tum the engine on,
impossible for you to move over
inhale, exhale and move the car
and change lanes. You move,
in the same di rection as everythey move.
one else on the road.
You'd think the drive to work
Many years ago, when I first
and school would be an opporgot my li cense, my mother said
tunity for one to have some time
to me: " Dora, remember von
think: Iz not you you must vony to ponder life, reflect on misbout out therr. Iz everyvone else
takes and actions made from the
night before and plan future
' roWld you ."
weekend outings.
And so, in my eight years on
But, no, not the Chicago comthe road, I constantly think: ba~k
mute. The Chicago commute
to what she said. Like when I'm
doesn 't allow for such things.
flipping off y uppies who are
The guy who drifts back and
talking on their cell phones
forth across the double yellow
while cutting me off to get the
spot right in front of Starbucks.
lines doesn 't allow it. The
Or when I'm swearing furiwoman in the SUV who hit my
ously at the woman who doesn't side-view mirror and just kept
even pay any attention to me,
on driving like it was nothing
the one who has had her blinker
doesn' t allow it.
on. for the past 15 minutes,
Ah, the moronic drivers in
Chicago land . The ones with the
keeping us all in suspense as to
exactly when she plans on
big white vans trying to squeeze
by cars in order to make very
switching lanes.
quick righttums at the red light.
Reckless dri vers in Chicago.
Maybe it's an an fonn, an unap- The ones who risk their lives
preciated talent, that enables
driving toward oncom ing traffic,
these people to safe ly blow stop
driving on the yellow line in
signs, switch lanes with a 10order to make the light. These
foot distance in between vehiare the same peop le who comcles and stop in the middle of
.pete with the enonnous trucks
the road for personal reasons,
on the highway just for the
with the person in back having
adrenaline rush.
to break to an emergency stop.
Mr. Galla, my high school
When jackasses are given
drivers ed instructor, drilled into
access to keys and a car,
our heads never to reson to
allowed to go cruising with no
name-calling or trying to get
license, a registration vouc'her
even with those you share the that's expired or enough
road with; be the smarter one in
Jagenneister in their systems to
such situat ions; step aside if you
turn Lake Shore Drive's foursense a problem. Well, sony Mr.
Galla, but my pride doesn't
lane road into an eight-lane
allow for that. I' m not the
superhighway, driving. becomes
a very disturbing feat. We' re
smarter one. These actions equal
sharing the road with complete
consequences.
imbeciles.
To those logic-defYing
TIle various characters people
Chicago drivers who drive
tum into when driving on
slowly in the fast lane and hog
Chicago streets are always
the road when the slow lane is
amusing. These fools fall into
empty for miles; to those who
three major categories:
can't seem to comprehend the
Group No. I : The "competifact that traffic flows in two
tion"-the muscle head in the
directions, feeling free to drive
Mustang. He is the egomaniac
into oncoming traffic; and to
on the road that just cannot and
those who drive behemoth
will not accept the fact that you
SUVs just to intimidate every·
may pos,ibly pas, him. He sens- one on the road, I only have one
es you 85 a threat to hi s meatthing to say: Watch out- I love

head ",If-esteem already. He

~/fy bUfl

u.,
.
..
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1

to tailgate.
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- - - - - - With Michul Mc\)muo\:.t
Native Chieago rocker Michael McDennoll, whom many would describe as V2 meets Bob Dylan, has had a
Billboard hit and an MTV "BU2Z Bin" video. His 12th album, Ashes, is due out in May, and he'll be playing at
the Abbey Pub, 3420 Grace St., on Feb. 20. On some downtime, he spoke with The Chronicle about his new
album, Bruce Springsteen and Hillary Duff.
The Cbronicle: How long have you been working on the new album?
McDermott: Well, a long time-a couple year.;. I work very slowly.
C : You playa lot in Chicago ...

MM: Lately, yes . Just getting ready for this new record.

c: When are you going on a bigger tour?
MM: Probably in April, I think. We ' re talking about going out East-probably do a month out there and coming back through here in May when the record's out. and then we'll go West.
C: Are you working on any other projects yet?
MM: No, not rea1ly. We did a song for a movie, a Hillary Duff movie that's coming out in July. We got the
closing credits song for that. But that's the only other thing I've worked on besides this record. I've been pretty

focused just trying to do that.
C: Are you a big Hillary Duff fan?
.
MM: I don't know much about her, actually. Well , except she's a big star-and she's really young.
C: What is it about Chicago that you like?
MM: Well, my family'S here, and it's really my favorite city in the 'world-it really is. B.ut my friends and

family are here, and I spend a lot of time in California, so that kind of keeps Chicago fresh to me. But you know
today, well it was snowing early, but these are just brutal days. You go, "Why do I live here?" Not that I'm much
of an outdoorsman anyway. But I just love the city. It's beautiful, structurally and architectllIJllly.

C: Who are some of your musical influences?
l\1M: Oh, you know, just the basic songwriting, I guess, trio-Bob Dylan, Bruce Springsteen and Tom Waits.

C: You've been compared to Springsteen a lot in the past.
MM: Oh yeah, the Springsteen thing, I can't seem to lose [it}-just 'cause my voice i5 rough.

C: What are some of your favorite venues to play in the city?
'
MM: The Metro, Double Door, Park West. The Abbey, I really like too-just the whole Irish vibe, being from
an Irish family, and I've been play ing there for

to years or something, so I've been there for a while.

C:You're also going to play at the Navy Pier Skyline Stage soon. Have you played there before?
MM: I have, actually. I played a few years ago with a friend of mine on a St. Patty 's Day thing. And it 's a
weird gig. There's usually like 5,000 people there, and it's really just the biggest pick-up joint there is. Nobody
pays any attention to what's going on on-stage. So that's a little weird, but I' ve played to inattentive audiences
before, so it won't be the first time.
>
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BY HA1TU1!W JASTER

• "The Odd Couple": How

nods, but it should open the

about a reality show where

door to a supporting role in a

George W. Bush and Michael
Moore have to spend thre~
months together in a studio
apartment in New York City?

film with Corey Feldman and
Corey Hairn.
'

• V-PASS: The all access transit card that allows students to
venture across the city in
search of the perfect watering
bole. (Apparently you can also
USe It to get to class.)
• "BBnd. Reunited": Only the
producers of VH I would think
It's a good Idea to reunite bands
like Klymaxx. Extreme lind
Frankie Goes to Hollywood,.
What's next, the triumphant
return or Air Supply?

year.
• Columbia Shuttle: If lt', as
slow as the Student Financial
Services, Pm not interested.

• The George W. Bush
Economy: It's doing much better in 2004; some Americans
can actually afford to put gas in
their cars to go pick up their
unemployment checks.
• Ease on down the road ,
Diana Ross: 00 not pass go, do
not collect $200.
• Happiness equols a dinner

menu without tho words ~l low

cubs."
• Jedi Mind Trickl: For tho'.
who (orgot whit a reol Star
Wars movie 100 like, tho
orlalnol trllollY will be "Ail·
ablc on OVO cpt. 21 of this

• Gen. Wesley Clark: Proved
that a Madonna endorsement
won't gct you a presidential
nomination, but it could get
you a cameo in a sequel to Guy
Ritchie's SWept Aw<l)l.
• The sun: r haven' t seen it in
ChicliiO in weeks. I'm worried
that it doesn't ."ist anymore.

. Barbershop 2: Bringing SOlO.
Hollywood oredlbility b k to
tbe Windy Ity.
chnm7cl. /tlall.com

• I
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TV insiders sound off
on the future of sitcoms
o

Panel discusses the ins and outs of television
industry, de constructed by all-stars
§y Manhew Jaster

.

ME Edilor
For years televis ion sit

M

com characters have invad-

fonn and direction of sitcoms," Tarses said. "To
me, personally, it sort
of feels like a cri-

ed millions of homes, hoping
to entertain, enlighten and

challenge

OUf

preconcerned

notions
From pol-

itics 10
culture,
the y
appeal to
us on several different
Ie vel S.
Rarely do
viewers
get
the
opportunity
to
. hear from
the writers
and producers who
h a v e
brought
some of the
most memorable television
life.
On Feb. II , Columbia's
Television
Department
screened a live satellite seminar from the Museum of
Television and Radio titled,
"Television
as
Social
Commentary: A Celebration
afJD Years of the Humanitas
Prize."
The screening. held at the
Alexandroff Campus Center,
600 S. Michigan Ave., Room
1SO 1•. featured writers Steve
Tomkins
from
"The
Simpsons" and "The Bernie
Mac .Show,"
Matthew
Carlson from "The Wonder
Ye~" and "Malcolm in the
Middle," Man Tarses from
"Sports Night" and "Scrubs"
and
Marcy C:"'''''''' .
from
Cosby Show"
"Roseanne."
The seminar was
chance for industry
fessionals to discuss

Clii;;a."",,.

craft
and
answer questions from more
than 160 college and uni versity students across the coun-

try.
Topics ranged from character development to the
future of sitcoms-a future
that most panelists agreed
look! very bleak.
"'I11ere seems to be a
growing need to change the

"We got a lot of letters on
show 'God, the Devi l
and Bob,'" Carlson said.
"God "drinks a beer at a bar,
and it got us in trouble-.
Religion and politics are
taboo, but we thought we
were
being
respectful. It
was surprising
how
much grief
wegot.'·
Carsey
briefly
touched on
some of the
television
taboos during the '70s,
such
as
adultery and
homo sex uali!?'.

W

Tomkins said he is concerned about the financial
aspect of the industry. "The
defining question is that television has always been free.
We're approaching a time
when it's going to cost everybody just to watch regular
programming."
With hoW'S and hoW'S of
reality television still at the
top of the ratings, the panel
was adamant about making
changes to continue the successful tradition of the sitcom.
"" m a little worried lately," Carsey said. "We feel
we're not delivering what we
should be delivering to our
viewers. I feel we need to
change our ways a bit."
Some be lieve the
industry is heading
toward shows like
"Sex
the
C ity"

has
more
explicit parameters, but they
really just try to tell their stories," Tomkins said. " I think
we'll see much more of this
type of programming in the
future."
Fielding questions from
students across the country,
the writers had a chance to
discuss some of the pitfalls
they've dealt with during
their careers.

protesting
'Soap' before it aired,"
she said.
In general, the evening
was a celebration of the sitcom and the Humanitas
Prize, an award that has
given more than $2 million
to film and television writers
in the industry.
According to their mission
statement at www.humani"Humanitas
taspri ze.org,
exi sts to encourage those
who create contemporary
media to use their immense
power in a humanist ic way to
enrich as well as entertain
their viewers."
Past recipients of the
award include writers from
" Frasier," "Everybody Loves
Raymond," "Scrubs," "The
West Wing," "Once and
Again" and "The Practice."
In the introduct ion to the
book, Critiquing the Sitcom,
editor Joanne Morreale dis-

"The
Years," s itcoms have continued to present the human condition and
challenge the television audience.
"I thought the sem inar was
amazing," said Laura Lev ittGarn is, ass istant to the chair
in
the
Television
Department. "You rarely get
an opportunity to see these
writers and producers discuss their art with us and
each other."
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CDs get 'super' sized Planetarium offers stellar 'sound'
o

Super audio brings new dimension to music
JamIe Mum.n.

Super Audio world by ......1.....
_
ME &liar
tng Death Cab For Cutie's recent
albwn, Tratuatlanticism, in Supe>;
In our ever-changing, technol.,. Audio format.
gy-driven world, people are
Ae<ording to Josh Rosenfeld of
alway. looking for the next best Barsuk, the label fIlS! decided to
' Ihing. Music is no exception.
try out Super Audio when Death
With each decade cornes a new Cab for Cutie guitarist Chris
musical trend or revolution. Walla became excited about the
Radio was lhe way of the future, quality the new fonnat would'
until record players came about. offer. Rosenfeld said Walla was
Records were soon obsolete when one of the types of people who
our parents' favorHe 8 tracks "always bemoaned the sonic
f CDs" B uk the
emerged. Eight-tracks were then fidel'
one-upped by casseltes (it's
I
Ity 0
.
ars
n gal
rumored Ihat some of those still in touch with Sony to get the
equipntenl needed to master the
.
exist). Finall).', in lhe early '80s, SACDs.
Sony and Philips c'lllaboraled to
Rosenfeld said he "was excited
develop
the r:--:....,..,...,.-..,---::--,---, about doing it
Trlllllllltlaill iri,.rt, because you
way we hear ' .... lI lh (:lIl, (fIr Culi..
music todaycan
make
Ih~~. all the
hybrid discs"
with Super
past advance~
Audio fonnat.
ments, many
Hybrid discs
conta:in two
wonder what
By

M

will be next.

And now, Sony
and
Philips
have teamed
up again 10
unveil the shin~

ing Mercede...
Benz of CDs~~diO c5,uper
The main difference between a
regular CD and a SACD is that
Ihe SACD offers much higher
soun4 resolution than ever cap-tured before. This quality seems
~Specially importanl today, as
musicians and audiophiles alike
aren'l ones 10 take Ihe quality of a
recording lightly.
Of course, with the increase in
quality comes an inflation of
price. Super Audio CDs cost considerably more than regular CDs
to make and to buy.
But for sOme, Ihe extra costs
anf worth it. Seattle~based
Barsuk Records jumped into the

layers
of
d ata-o ne

Ihat

only

plays on stttn--

dard CD players and dne
that plays on
Super Audio
compatible CD players, which
Sony sells for around 5250. The
idea behind this j~ if someone
accidentally boughl a Super
Audio CD and didn't have a
Super Audio compatible player.
they would slill be able to play
the CD nonnally.
Not long ago, when CD burning became popular, burned CDs
could only be played on CD-R

compatible players. Now, it's a

given that all new players are CD~
R compalible. Super Audio CDs
might be the nexI CD-Rs, but
th
· th
'gh be ~
en agaUl, . ey ml I
,orgolten o nce the next1 innov~tion
comes along.

o

Music, visuals collide in Adler Planetarium's multisensory show
"When friends have asked me to
describe the 'SonicVision' show,
('ve had a hard time because,
in addition to being remarkable, it really is completely
different from anything
else I'vc seen."
Combining grunge,
rock, electronica, technology and anima~
tions onto a 9,5 00
square foot StarRider
digital dome, the audience is manipulated by
the visuals and music,
which create a heartpounding ride through a
whirlwind of images, like
riding a roller coaster.
Nineteen visua l artists, animators and video jockeys created the display of digital videos that
are projected onto the dome.
Sound ana lysis application s
were used to make the images
move in tim e and rhythm with the
music through the hundreds of
strate gica lly-placed
speakers
under the seats and on the theater's floor, .producing the vibrations.
.
Some of th e tracks Moby
used for the show's soundtrack
are White Zombie's "Blood,

By pods Padayan

MEEditir
Aliens dance and rave while
fireworks explode. Computergenerated spiders spin giant 3D webs that tum into a whirlwind of mosaic an. Volcano
explosions melt co lors into a
swirl of eyes against a skyblue background, creating a
kaleidoscope of psychedelic
images. The planetarium
has never looked so stellar.
"Sonic Vision:' a digitallyanimated, cuning edge, alternative rock and techno show,
is set to open on Feb. 27 for the
first time outside of New York
City at the Adler Planetarium and
Astronomy Museum, 1300 S.
Lake Shore Drive.
Presented in assoc iat ion
with MTV2 and Sun
M icrosystems,
the
38- minute
"Son ic Vis io n"
was created by
techno
recording
artist Moby
along with
I
h
e
American
Museum
of Natural
History in
New York.

Milk and Sky," Radiohcad's
"Everyth ing in its Right Place,"

U2's "Elevalion," Coldplay's
"Clocks," Queens of the Stone
Age's " First it Giveth," Zwan's

Through
Ihe
3- D
imagery, vis itors can see,
hear and fee l
songs from some
of the hottest artists
in mus ic today, com·
bined with colorful moving
images and audio clips, creating
and manipu lating visua ls and
sound data.
The images are made so they
move in time with the music and

rhythm,
s urrounding the entire top
part of the Adler Planetarium's
gigantic dome.
Moby, the guru behind the
soundtrack, said in a press release,

"Honestly," and Moby's "We Are
All Made of Stars."
"Sonic Vision" will premiere
Feb. 27 at the Adler Planetarium
and Astronomy Museum, 1300 S
Lalce Shore Drive.
Showtimes are Fridays and
Saturdays (It 7:30 p,m" 8.:30 p.m"
9:30 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Tickets
are $10. For more information.
call (3 12) 294-0361 or visit
-www.-adlerplanetarillm.org.

Our 104th
Third Generation - Same Family Ownership
312-427-5580 - 24 Hour Fax: 312-427-1898
www.central-camera.com - email : sales@central-camera.com

Year

We're Close, We're Convenient, We're here to Help Youl We Open @ 8:30 AM, 6 Days a Week

Central Camera
Has Digitall
For 104 Years, Central Camera Has Been The One Stop
Source For All Your "Traditional" Photographic Needs. _
_ _ _ Now We Are Your One Stop Source For All Your Digital Photographic Needs
We Stock :
• Digital Came ras
• Storage Media
- CompactFlash
- MemoryStick
- MultiMed ia & SecureDigital
- SmartMedia

-XD
• Card R ead ers
• More

• For The Digital Darkroom
- Printers
• Epson Inkjet
• Kodak & Olymp us Dye Sublimation
Inks for Epson Printers
- Inkjet Paper
• Bergger • Epson • IIford
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• Lumijet • Tetenal

We Parllclpatc In Sludent I Faculty Photographic EqUIpment Purchase Plan s From ' Bogen, Bromca,
Conta" Hassclblad, lClca, Malmyol, Penta, Professional a nd lannon
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Columbia takes
'pride' in 'idol'
By Matthew Jaster
ME Ed~or

The Chicago Collegiate Pride Fest is a
nonprofit organization made up of cOij1mit-

tee members from Columbia, DePa ul
Week after week, viewers are subjected University, VIC, Roosevelt Uni versity,
to the vocally-challenged contestants on
University of Chicago and the Chicago
"American Idol" who believe they have
Commission on Human Rel ations '
what it takes to be the next Kelly Clarkson 'Advisory Counc il ' on Gay. Lesbian,
or Ruben Studdard. Hundreds of makeshift
Bisexual and Transgcnder Issues. The
pop stars spurt out horrifying r~nditions ?f theme for the 2004 fest ival is "Sex."
songs like "She Bangs" by RICky Martm'
Events include sess ions on "Toying With
and +m Too Sexy" by Right said Fred.
Sex," "legal Sex" and "Club Drugs and
If that "American Idol" audition with
Sex" a national di scussion with Dan
Simon Randy and Paula didn't quite work
Sav~ge as well as the Chicago Collegiate
out, th~re 's still hope fo r future pop supe~ Pride Idol.
stars here at Columbia. From now until
In order to get to the finals of the Pride
Feb. 26, the Office of Gay, Lesbian, Idol contest, students wi ll have to get
Bisex ual and Transgender Student through the first round at Columbia.
Concerns is looking for contestants to par"If people aren 't perfonnance majors
ticipate in the Columbia Pride Ido l.
that's fantast ic," Arnold said. "We want ,3
"Contestants don' t have to wony about broad range of students to show off their
any nast iness in this competition from the talent."
judges," Courtney Arnold, coordinator of
The semifinals for Columbia students
GLBT student concerns said. "It's all going
will take place from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m. at the
to be in good fun."
Conaway Center, 1104 S. Wabash Ave.
. The competition is a precursor to the Contestants are asked to bring at least two
Chicago COllegiate ~ rid~ Idol,. an eve~t that karaoke tracks for the competition. The
will be pan of the citYWide pnde festIval at judging will be based on choice of song,
the University of Illinois at Chicago cam- vocal ability and stage presence.
pus in April. The top three finalist~ from
Those individuals who refuse to take
Columbia will have the opportumty to chances performing in the competition are
compete against other local college per- still encouraged to come to the event to
fonners at the festival.
support their fellow students.
"I don ' t want to sound cocky, but T ~hink
"We'd like to get 10 to 15 performers:~
Columbia students will blow the rest of the Arnold said, "but whether you're a . percompet ition away," Ar:t0ld ~d.
•
fanner or not, it will be a fun event to
The Chicago Collegiate Pride Idol finaJs anend."
wi ll be judged by Dan Savage, performance
Students must be enrolled part time or
poet Staceyann Chin and " Who's That full time in the spring semester to be eligiGirl" drag performer Patrick Russo. One ble for the Columbia Pride Idol.
tirst place winner will receive $200, second
For more information on the contest,
place $100 and third place $50. The finals
contact Courtney Arnold at (312) 344will be broadcast on CAN-TV. Although
send. an
e-mail
to
8594
or
it's not as much exposure as standing next carnold@colum.edll.
to Ryan Seacrest in Hollywood, it's a start.

Horror director says Chicago film
ipdustry far from 'dead and buried'
o

Local fil mmaker dicusses his work, film industry with Columbia

By Jamlf Murnane
Assistanl A&E Ed~or
The name Gary Sherman
may not sound familiar to
some, but anybody who
knows anything about horror movies knows Sherman
as the director of such films
as Dead & Buried and
Poltergeist III.
Sherman, a Chicago
native who has spent many
years in London and Los
Angeles, is back and ready
to
help
' C hicago
"crossover" to becoming a .
major player in the movie
production industry.
.
As one· of his first steps in
that direction, Shennan will
appear at Columbia on Feb.
18 as part of the Film and
Video
Department's
Wednesday
N ight
Screening Series. A 35 mm
answer print (the first one
struck from the original
negative) of Sherman's first
film , Deathline (aka Raw
Meat), wi ll be screened at 6
p.m. in Room 302 of the
1104 Center, 1104 S.
WabashAve., followed by a
Q-and-A session.
In addition to working on
tax legis lations to help keep
prices low for movie production in Ch icago and the
rest of Illinois, Shennan is
in the process of setting up
a creative center in the city.
The center, he said, would
aid in having more movies
filmed and produced right
here, utilizing local crews
and equipment.
.
The goal of the center IS

to help filmmakers remain
where they want to work, as
opposed to "going to
Canada, where it 's cheaper," Sherman said. "Ninety
to 95 percent of the money
[for production] will remain
in the city's economy."
According to Sherman,
the center, while in the preliminary planning stages,
could be complete within
the next six months.

Most people think of Los
Ange les as the. place where
movies are made and
Shennan, along with other
area filmmakers, is tryi ng
to prove to the film industry
that moviemak ing doesn't
have to be tied down to
places like Los Angeles or
New York. It 's better to
ge nerate production here
"than
to
wait
fOI
Hollywood to hand us
scraps from the table," he
said.
.
Shennan, who began his
career in Chicago before
moving to London , where
he lived for 10 years and

made Deatilline (1972), has
recent ly moved back to
Chicago from Los Angeles,
which he said he never really liked.
" It 's like living on a
movie set," he sa id .
"Everything looks like pan
of a set that's going to be
torn down . In Chicago,
there's substance."
In addition to bringing
to
moviemaking • back
Ch icago, Shennan has been
working on a screenplay
called Toxic Love, which he
just finished. When asked
about his writing process,
Shennan sai d that he tries
to write what scares him .
" I' m very much in touch
with what frightens me," ne
said. "And f fi gure, if it
scares me as I'm writing it,
it 'll scare anyone ."
Recently, there has been
talk of remaking Dea//zline.
If Shennan agrees to do a
remake of hi s first film , it
wi ll be the first time a
director has done so since
Alfred Hitchcock, the
"master of suspense,"
remade his own The Man
Who Knew Too Much in
1956.
While most of Shennan's
work is of the horror medium- which he said he got
into "by accident" while
working on commercialshe has worked on other
projects. In fact, Sherman
was even responsib le for
producing and directing the
televis ion series, "Missing
Persons."
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'Late Show' writer turned
novelist debuts with 'The Ringer'
By Matthew Jaster

ME Edlo<

[!]

Morton Martin
Spell is in denia1.
The always entertaining, witty and
sarcastic 75-yearUTWTUII£
old writer is losing a
battle against mental illness. He's
obsessed with the game show
"Jeopardy," thinks Mount Sinai
Hospital is a golf course and is
absolutely infatuated with Vanna
White. "She does some damn fine
work turning those letters,"
Morton would always say.
But while Morton's character is
essential to the wit and sarcasm of
11re Ringer-the debut novel of
Bill Schefi, a coJumrJst for Sports .
Illustrated and a monologue writer
for David Lettennan-the novel
belongs to his 35-year-old nephew,
College Boy.
Working as a hired gun for 13
softball teams in New York: City,
College Boy hasn't quite figured
out what to do with his li fe. He's
immature, can't conun it to a relationship and still carries his college
nickname around with egotistical
satisfaction.
College Boy gets paid to play
softball because he's a sure thing.
He drags his sports equipment
around in a gigantic sack nicknamed "Bagzilla," cartying 13 different jerseys, two pairs of pants,
an infield and outfield glove, three
bats, spikes, six hats, four batting
gloves, two towels and two clean
pairs of underwear.
m man is a nomadic ballplayer, walking the softhall fields of
Central Park in search of seven
innings of brilliance. His only real
job in the world is working as a

laugher on a
morning radio
show. College
Boy needs softball to financially get him
through
the
week.
And Morton
Martin Spell L====~
needs
his
nephew to stay alive.
The pill-popping, anll1Y o ld man
is delirious and can't seem to live
without help fro~ College Boy or
his cleaning woman, Shelia
When a doctor at Mount Sinai
asks Morton ' to counl backward
from 100, he snaps back at rum,
"Thank you, but I'd prefer to count
backward from prime ministers."
He then proceeds to list as many as
he can remember including John
Major and Margaret Thatcher
before
repeating
Winston
Churchill's name 13 times.
Scheft does an ihcredible job of
balancing the humor and compassion of his characters. There is a
real sense of mortality underneath
all the fancy one-liners and ridiculous situations.
Although Morton is very difficult to take care of, College Boy
learns plenty about himself
through the help of his uncle.
The Ringer is about the different
r:oles we play as human beings.
. Scheft has written a novel that
equally celebrates sports and life,
full of the ki nd of dry wit and sarcasm one would expect from
someone who works with
Lettennan.
It's a nice homage to New York
City and an even greater piece
about the human condition.
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Theron transforms in 'Monster'
By Chris Coates
Edlo<-iI-Chief
As far as critics are concerned,
Monster will do for Charlize
Theron what the similarly titled
Monster's Ball did for Halle
Bany: tum eye candy into sub·

stance.
"Both take Hollywood starlets,
strip their movie star physique
and shove them into ro les that are
based more on thei r physical
appearance than on their acting
sk ills.
That is not to say Theron's por-

~
.

AiM

~~~:t~~. ~h~'r~n~
whose previous
roles include the
forgettable Mighty
Joe Young and The

Legend of Bagger
Vance-blooms

beneath the grimy layers of stage
makeup and heavy prosthetics.
It's nothing short of movie magic.
In Monster, Theron is Aileen
Wuornos, a real-life itinerant
prostitute turning tricks on the
highways of central Florida since
age 13. Starting in 1989, after she
was the victim of an attempted
rape, Wuornos confessed to
ki lling six of her johns, elevat ing
her to the status of one of the
count ry's first female seria l
ki llers. She said it was all in se lfdefense.
She was executed in 2002.
In her interpretation of
Wuornos, Theron infamously
gained 30 pounds and underwent
massive time in the makeup chair.
Unlike other biop ics such as
Erin Brockovich or Ali, Theron
actually becomes Wuomos, a la
Dustin Hoffman in Tootsie.
It 's thanks in large part to the
makeup.

n ...... milrketfilml

Christina Ricci (left) and Ch a rlize Theron star in 'Monster.'
But such groundbreaking cosmetics do little to hide Theron 's
striking and unexpected versatil ity as a character actor. Theron'S
mask allows her to go out on a
limb in her expose, consequently
shanering her pigeonhole as just
another Hollywood blonde. She's
unrecognizable.
In reality, the makeup has linle
to do with it: Theron makes the
wrathful Wuornos come to life.
It 's not a pretty picture.
Like a "COPS " episode run
amok, Monster is difficult to
watch in singular scenes. It trigge rs a flight response. urging
viewers to look away.
The gritliness of transient
Florida makes the film hauntingly
rea1istic.
Wuomos ' explosive aggression
seems nearly rational in the eyes
of an audience. It's clear that society is the problem-not Wuomos.
And for much of the film , it's
easy to forget it's all just a movie.
Few modern day motion pictures
complete such a feat.
But there is a downside.
Theron's unyielding depiction

actually makes the film's supporting actor, Christ ina Ricci, look
almost amateurish .
As in many of her films, Ricci
plays and look s like , well,
Christ in a Ricci . She doesn't
stretch too far physically or emotionally in her vital role as
Wuomos' lesbian love interest,
Selby Wa ll. Com pared to
Theron 's hotheaded temperament,
Ricci fall s far short .
This may be due to the reason
that unlike Theron's character,
there is no real Wall.
The character is loose ly based
on Tyria Moore. who threatened
to sue the producers of Monster if
they used her likeness.
In stead, Ricci is denied the
chance to delve into her character.
It is a serious bump in the film's
jarring plot and nearly sign ificant
enough to derail the entire feature.
But again, surprisingly, Theron
pulls through.
As Wuomos, her actions seem
somehow logical. And that's the
scariest part of all : It all makes
sense.
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Join us during the Lent

Easter Season

Christ the King Lutheran Church, ELCA
Worship with the Holy Communion every Sunday at 10:00 a.m.
Lenten Bible Study 'Women of the New Testament: Mary Magdalene,
Lydia, et 01." every Thursday at 6:00 p.m. (February 26 through April 8)
15325. Michigan Ave. (just south of Old St. Mary's)

Students Welcome!
312.939.3720 Reverend Scott Chinburg, Pastor
Sharing God's Love and Embracing Diversity

Pal's Pizza

I
638 S. Clark • 312/427-2320 • Fax 312/427-2616
Delivery & Carry-Out • Open 11 Itil11 All Week
424

We,°tiF

S.

Waba s h ,

3 12

554

1 2 15

Homemade 112 Pound Burgers, Baked Submarines, Turkey
Burgers, Salads, Italian Beef, Soups, Hot Dogs, Croissiants,
Omelettes, Gyros, Chili Cheese Fries, Chicken Gyros, Pizza
\

,---------------------------------,

(

Puffs, Spinach Pie, Chicken Nuggets and many more items.
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Scholarships ·
Applications are now available for this unique scholarship program.
Learn more and pick up an
application by visiting:

Scholarship winners receive:

• Grants
Up to $ 3000 to help complete projects in
all fields of the arts and communications

• Opportunities

C-Spaces Galleries

312.344.7696
Student Activities
623 S. Wabash - Suite 313

To work with leading professional in
Chicago's communications industry

312.344.7459

• Spring Showcases
In the Hokin Gallery
Application Deadiloe : April 5, 2004

http:;/www.colum.edu/student-affaii.s/studenUife/index.html
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$7.75
Student Rate
A.M. or P.M.

'722

s.

Also Visit our two other locations: '
Wabash ($7.75) and 11 E. Balbo ($7.75)
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CLASSIFIED ADS

Crossword

'''ACT NOW! Book 11 people, get 12th trip free. Group discounts for 6+ www.springbreakdiscounts.com or 800-838-8202

ACROSS
1 Declines

5 Pays at1enbon 10
10 Circle sections
14 ZhlVago's love
15 Actor Flynn
16 Pound or Frost
17 For the most pari
19 Italian explorer

Make Money taking Online Surveys Earn $10-$125 for Surveys Earn $25-$250 for
Focus Groups Visit www.cash4students.com/col umcol
ARM YOURSELF! The recent aUacks at Northwestern have students all over the city
feeling vulnerable. Whether you~e waiting for a bus alone or walking back to your
dorm after a late class, you have the right to feel safe. The city can be a dangerous
place. Stun guns, Pepper Sprays, Taser Guns and much more at
www.feelsafeagain.com/colum . Receive 5% off when you enter coupon code:
columbia

20 Value highly

21 laborer

23 Wan
27 Bill of '" Spy·
28 Sneezing
powder
32 Sicilian code 01
silence
34 Sandburg or

Sagan

• CUSTOMER SERVICE • REPRESENTATIVES Are you interested in a
CAREER ... and not just a job? Large suburban auto group is looking for bright, enthusiastic individuals. No experience is necessary, we will train you for success! COLLEGE STUDENTS OR GRADS ARE ENCOURAGED TO APPLY. If you are self-motivated with a willingness to learn, you will benefit by receiving an excellent salary + full
benefits. Contact Brian Moore at our St. Charles location or Marc Klodzinski at our
Morton Grove location for a confidential interview at .. McGRATH AUTO GROUP 630584-6400; St. Charles 847-470-2300; Morton Grove

35 Barrel part
36 Rugged cliff
40 Mayberry boy
41 Putter Palmer

42 Suffer from
43 "_ 0' the
d'Urbervilles·
44 --rhe Man Who

_ Be King"
45 Firs! name in
daredevils
46 "Messiah"
composer
48 Manipulators
49 Give birth to

8 Follow
persistently

Solutions

Roscoe Village. 3039 N. Damen Ave. Lg. 2BR apartment. Dishwasher, deck, hwfl .
_ Heat & cooking gas incl. $1050/month. Avail. March 1. 937-271 -7032.

9 Large amount

52 Snooze

10 Nears

54 Brass and
pewter, e.g.
56 Guthrie and

,36und;n9"oor

Herman
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22 Tenth mo.
61 Ballet skirt
24
Souped-up
62 Deliberate sell18 Not listening
vehicles
denial
66 Arabian sultanate 25 Lasker of chess
67 Hearth
26 Conductor
Marriner
implement
28 Aberdonian
68 Venetian villain
29 Scruff
69 Inepl loser
30 -OB VII" author
70 Roasting rods
31 Minor injury
7 1 Dell side
33 Marsh plant
35 Cut
DOWN
1 Hamburg's river 37 Speak
incoherently
2 Benga l and
38 Profess
Biscay
39
Solidifies
3 Irritating child
47 Even one
4 Rational
48
Informed about
5 Ships' tillers
49 Squelched
6 Period
50
Feather
7 Slip up
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51 Sacrificial
platform
Water pitchers
Tree juices
Elevator man?
Use a rotary
phone

53
55
57
58

59 Tranquility
discipline
60 Overwhelm with
lIattery
63 Hit on the head
64 Go on snow
65 Hanoi holiday

ONce? YOU WE:RE:N'T KIDDING
W~E:N YOU SAID YOU L.E:D A
S~el. TfReD I.IFe! I.UCKII.Y, A
CI-IINESE ReSTAURANT IS A
PReTIY GOOf) PL.ACe FOR YOU
TO STAR.T YOUR New ClTY L.IFe!
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CaRlPCHI
SURlRleR JOBS

Teach kids ages 9 to 16 the creative and
technical aspects of video produdion.
eM professional studios are set In
a fun, lald·bock environment
that inspires creative work.

Apply on-line at www.campchi.com or call
847.272.2301 to request an application.
(amp Chi is the CHd omnight comp of the iCu of Chkogo lowttd in the WISCOnsin 0tJ1,
(amp fUns from Mid·lullt-MiI·August

GReaT saLaRlI / COOL peOPLe
unBeaTaBLe expeRIence

service
• Reasonably priced OTC
medicines
Prescription pickup for
seniors
• Vitamin sales
• Best of all close to
home &

~l

DELIVER

1ERS ROW :::r
Store Hours:
M·F 9:30-9:00
Sat 9:00-9:00
Sun 11 :00-5:00

It
~

-

Pharmacy Hours:
M·F 9:30-7:00
Sol 9:00-3:00
Sun. CLOSED

PHARMACY
312.663.9313
721 S. Dearborn • Chicago, IL • 60605

W. also DELIVER:
Wine &Beer Cigarettes &Cigars Sna(ks &
Candles &In(ense Alka Seltzer &Vitamins Milk &
Toilet Paper &Lysol Bolteries &Bubble Both &Film.

February 16, 2004
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LOOKI NG FOR AN APARTM ENTi

Over 950/0 of wome n adm it faki n g it at least oncc.
Over 750/0 admit fakiJlg it with their current lover
20% say t h ey have never h ad a n orgasm.
Wh y? B ecause many women need up to 30 minutes of CLITORAL
stimulation to r each o rgas m .
It is the onl y part of the human body (male or fcma lc) which is
des ig n ed for no other purpose except physica l pleasure.
Without clitora l stimu lation orgasm is unlike ly. But, the more a
woman experiences orgasm. th e morc she'll have in the future.

Apartment Rentals
on the North Side
of Chicago

Vibrators help women achieve orgasm.

~
_ -;:

The Honey Bear is a variable speed vibrator designed
specifically for clitoral s timulation. It can be used
with a partner or used for self pleasure. To gel yours,
visit us o nlin e or stop by The Honeysuckle Shop today.

A ll our produ cts arc ava ilable for discreet
home d c li vc rY--:.iust call
T h e Hon eys uckle S hop. 3 326 N. C la rk ';Ir.-r~ 1:71:,
f' f'
www.honcysucklcshop.com
. fTgne!ft>.UCRLE.
773,529,9700
Shop
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BRING THIS AD FOR
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NOW LOCATED ON THE FIRST FLOOR

SO RUN IN WHILE YOU WAIT FOR THE ELEVATOR

G
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(Decaf available)
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OPEN MONDAy-FRIDAY

8:0 0AM -12: 00PM
L-______________________________________________________________________~ \
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CitySpace reshapes Chicago parks

The c ity continues to put mililions of dollars into Grant Park, while other community parks lack the
neccessary funding to make them adequate for resident use.

Parks

Continued from Front Page

THE CITYSPACE PLAN
more than 1,500 acres of addi- lic green spaces. City officials
Wh en Mayor Richard M. tional parklands by 2006.
hoped the effort would provide
Daley was elected in 1989, the
The ratio wou ld be achieved mingling grounds, recreational
city 's limping park district made through a five-part plan that spaces and even entertainment
it to his short list of city agencies involved a variety of city. county, venues across the city.
in need of improvements. He state and federal agencies:
Working with more than 100
wanted to increase the quality of
l. Convert tax-delinquent pri- public and private agencies on
Ii I" by planting trees in meridi- vale lots, a lready city-owned, the local, county, state and
am , Jdding flower boxes to the into neighborhood green spaces, national level, the CitySpace plan
wi ndows of City Hall and creat- such as gardens. According to the developed more than 99 acres of
in g hundred s of park s across CitySpace plan ' s research, 14 park space. More than 150 addiChi cago. He wanted the city to percent of the city 's total land tional acres have been allocated
for parks near schools. And, since
refl ect its motto, " urbs in horto," area is vacant.
or city in a garden .
2. Refurbish factori es and it 's introduction in 1998, the plan
Daley quickly restructured the brown fields into mixed-use devel- has led to the development of
park district a nd put in place a opments featuring park spaces.
more than 30 acres of parkland
nearly across-t he-board , _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-; along the banks of
outsourcing of all tasks
the Chicago River.
Still, in 1993, the
"Grant Park is Chicago's front yard; it sets
[t is a work in
third largest urban area
the standard for the entire park system. "
progress.
in the country was des"The city and the
perately behind in its
- Bob 0 'Neill, President of Grant Park CitySpace plan laid
number of neighborAdvisory Council
out what we' re looking for per capita
hood parks. The c ity
al so faced charges that L _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _- ' and that's what
it was funneling more money into
white neighborhood parks than to
minority counterparts. It was not
a new accusation .
For nearly 30 years, studies
showed African -American and
Latino communities in the city
received
di sproportionate ly
lower amounts of fund s fo r public parks than whites. En i 982, the
u.s. Department of Justice sued
the park di strict, citi ng what it
saw as racial di sc rim ination in
tenns of allotting funds. In 1987,
the city committed to $10 million
over five years to bring park de ficient areas up to speed.
After mounting press ure about
the organization of the park district, Daley put in place an ex pansive plan to create and care fo r
community open spaces. Key to
the plan was the co ncept that all
Chicago res idents de serve a cc rtain amount of park land .
Titled the " City Space: An
Open Space Plan for Chi cago" of
1993, the ambiti ous plan ca lled
for a standard two acres of parks
or open space per 1,000 resident'. As of 1993, 38 of
Chicago's 77 nei ghbo rh oods
we re
open·space
de ficie nt ,
according to t,he c ity. Sixty-one
pe rcent of the c ity's population
li ved in those underserved areas.
Th. mort than 140-page document outl ined th e acqui siti on,
const ruction and mai ntenance of'

3. Build atop and develop parklands over railroad gullies.
Millennium Park is an example
of this.
4. Capitalize on the Ch icago
River and Lake Calumet eco logical and wildlife habitats. In a
speech at a " Project for Public
Spaces" co nvention in 2001 ,
Daley called the plan a " Iongtenn program to turn the Ch icago
Ri ver into Chicago 's second
shoreline."
5. Redevelop asphalt school yards and parking lots into public
park spaces. The city has committed to "greening" two schools in
each aldermanic ward every year.
By all indications, the plan was
not intended to bring about purely
aesthetic improvements. A 1994
study by the San Franci sco-based
nonpro fit Trust fo r Public Land
showed neighborhoods with parks
ha ve signi ficantl y lower crime
rates than their non park neighbors. Of course, th e environmen tal benefits also contri buted to
Daley's cco-friendly administration, and helped to stem any rcsidual charges that the city was play ing neighborhood favorites.
There was also a significant
financial incentive- the innux of
new parks meant 8 boost in the
ever·lucrative Chicago contract
market.
Ove rall , the plan provided for
substantial fund! to improve pub-

we ' re working on," said Helen
Doria, a special assistant to the
supe rintendent of the Ch icago
Park District and one of the
designers of CitySpace. "We're
active ly working on that plan."
While some neighborhoods
have received healthy boosts in
green ·space, some familiar with
CitySpace said the first step of
the plan, which advocates retrofitting abandoned lots, is flawed
by its very design .
The problem is, in esse nce, the
multimillion-dollar increase in
funds for the city's park jewel,
Grant Park, which drains money
from other park projects. But the
boost in funds has turned those
close to Grant Park into big fans
of Da ley.

GRANT PARK
" It's [Daley'S] leadership that 's
turning it around," O'Nei ll sa id.
When he started working with the
then-fledgling
Grant
Park
Advisory Co uncil during the
1980s, O'Neill said Grant Park
looked every bit of its 60 years.
Birds nested in outdated, fast·
food-style lamps. Walls were
spray painted with gramti .
Homeless people slept on broken
benches. Massive chunks of
cement weighing several tons sat
in the middle of meadow,. The
city's londscapers simply mowed
around them, O'Neill said ,

But after decades of fund raising and mill ions of dollars in city
funds, Q:Nei ll admits the place is
looking prerty good.
" It's so worth the money
[because1 it's bringing in peop le
from all over the worl d," O'Ne ill
sa id. " It's bringing in reven ue
from all over the world ."
And there in li es the di lemma.
Grant Park has a n identity
probl em. It is a neighborhood
park fo r res idents walking thei r
dogs in the even ing, while its
Buckingham Fountain att racts
thousands
of
international
tourists during the day. It is al so a
recreational space, complete with
baseball
diamonds,
putting
greens and open fields .
When the weather all ows,
workers on lunch break lounge
on the grass, whil e college students from the half dozen schools
on Grant Park's perimeter gather
nearby. In the summer, the park is
booked for festivals and concerts;
boaters dock along the lake front
and row to shore .
Historically, it was a gathering
point for protesters in the 1960s and
for the pope's faithful in the 19805.
And it seems nearly every summer, Sunday is reserved for a
parade when the park is not being
used as a major connection point
for Chicago's more than 75,000
thousand motorists who cut across
the park to Lake Shore Drive.
Grant Park is many things for
many people from many places.
In fact, since the March closing
of Meigs fie ld, Marine One-the
president'S helicopter-now uses
Grant Park's baseball field as its
makeshift landing pad. The same
goes for Queen Elizabeth \I who ,
in 1959, used Grant Park's lakefront as a ceremonial entryway
from her ship. Today, the spaceat Lakeshore Drive and Congress
Park way- is still known as
" Queens Landing."
Because it is very much in the
public eye. Grant Park has to be
well maintained. Trees must be
added, grass trimmed and sidewalks cleaned, according to
O' Nei ll.
.
The often ove rlapp ing needs of

Grant Park- from international
to local to presidential-mean
the lake fro nt park must confonn
to ever-changing uses.
"We believe what would at first
appear to be two competing interests, can actua ll y work really
we ll together," O' Ne ill said.
[n 2002, the Grant Park
Steering Comm ittee and the
Chicago Park District released
the "G rant Park Framework
Plan ," a three-pronged blueprint
. to transform the park into a yearround, multiuse "resource di sti nguished by its resonance with
neighborhoods. downtown, the
reg ion and the world."
Wh ile it mentions little in the
way o f financ ial support, the
plan outl ines mass ive projects
for the more than 320-acre park.
Unlike the C itySpace pla n, it
does not include a tim eline for
the projects.
Still, at least some schemesmost notably, the 16-acre, multimillion-dollar
Millenn ium
Park- have come to fruition .
And while many of the projects
in Grant Park-thanks to the
efforts of fund-raisers like
O'Neill-are funded privately,
the city has committed millions
of doBars in .~dditional funding .
It is not an easy..{aSk for the
park district that, 10 ... recent
months, has seen millions · Cut
from its budget. The Chicago
Park District's proposed operating budget for 2004 is $350 million, which is sustained by city
and state property taxes and revenue-generators like Soldier
field, which the di strict owns. It
is unclear how much of the funds
are earmarked for Grant Park, but
O'Neill said there is at least $290
million more in projects needed.
And while the city may agree,
at least one neighborhood that
borders Grant Park 's south and
eastern edges is hardly in need of
more green space.

MORE NEXT WEEK

' ReOd about the \ack of green '.~
sp;I<e in Chicago add .what theLiity is doing abot iL
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How much is that dog at the hockey game?
o Wolves defenseman helps team with several of its community programs, including Adopt-a-Dog and Read to Succeed
By Eric Alexy
_CiyBealEtitor

Since its inception three years
ago, the Chicago Wolves "Give a
Dog a Home" Adopt-a-Dog
Program has helped place more
than 200 dogs in homes throughout the Chicago area.
According to Melanie Sobe l,
Chicago Animal Care and
Control Department director of
program services, the Adopt-aDog Program began by bringing
just seven dogs to select games.
It now operates one Saturday a

Coort"YRM;'~~~~~VVo;';

Chicago Wolves defenseman
and Adopt-a-Dog spokesman
Kurtis Foster grew up aroung
dogs and would like to own a
bulldog in the future.

C~ble

month and brings 25 to 30 dogs
to the games.
"[Wolves Chairman of the
Board] Don Levin is a huge dog
lover," Sobel sa id.
" He saw it in another city
where a shelter came to a sporting event and brought dogs. He

ice-he racked up 159 penalty
minutes last season-has been a
more-than-willing spokesman
for the program.
"He came to me and wanted to
be more involved in the commWli~
ty in any way," said Courtney
Mahoney, Chicago Wolves execu~

invited us to bring
'~'!!II~"
tive director of commWlidogs to his games."
~
ty relations and game
The dogs brought
operations. "Attaching
to Wolves games
his name to [the pro~
are gene rally those
gram] hopefully gets
that have been at
more peop le at least
the ACC she lter for
aware of the program."
When not winning
a lengthy period of
gold medals (in 1999,
time , after bei ng
picked up by the ACC or dropped with Team Canada), Calder Cups
off at its shelter.
(the Wolves were American
"It's really good for us, Hockey League champs in 2002)
because it's the dogs that we or slap shot competitions (h is
have trouble gett ing adopted that 101 mph shot in the 2003 a l1 ~star
end up getting these great competition is an AHL record),
Foster can be seen advocating
homes," Sobel said.
People adopting dogs from the several of the Wol ves' communigames can expect to pay a $56.50 ty programs.
fee, which covers spaying or
Foste r, known as "Fozzy,"
neutering, vaccinations and a "Fozmo" and "The Fozinator"
Chicago pet license.
among teammates, doesn't own a
If the animal is spayed or dog due to his hectic schedule, but
neutered, the adopter, after being he said he has grown up around
screened by the ACC, can take dogs, namely a cocker spaniel and
his or her dog home direct ly a golden lab. He said he hopes,
from the game . Otherwise, the one day. to own a bulldog.
animals can be picked up in the
In add ition to Adopt-a-Dog,
Foster often visits local area
days following the game.
Beginning
last
season, libraries as a part of the team 's
Chicago Wol ves defen seman Read To Succeed Program.
Kurti s Foster, known for being Kurtis ' Kids, a program that will
somewhat of a bru iser on the bring local youths to Wol ves

Courtesy ROSI Dettman/Chicago Wolves

The dogs available for adoption at Wolves games are those that
have been held at the shelter for the longest periods of ti me.
games, is set to be unveiled in
The next Adopt-a-Dog w ill
take place on Feb. 2 1 at 7 p.m.
the near future, Foster said.
" I just like to do it to see the when the Wolves take on the
smile on the kids' faces, to make Houston Aeros.
Dogs will be available during
them happy. When you see them
having a good time, that's what the team's games on March 20
I' m there for," said the 22-year- and April 3 as well.
old Ottawa native, who recently
For additional information,
was called up for a trio of games contact the Chkago Wolves at
with the Wolve s' NHL affiliate, (847) 724-4625 or the Chicago
the Atlanta Thrashers. " I seem to Animal Control Center at (3 /2)
747-1380.
relate to kids pretty well."

Continued/rom Back Page

of ways," she said, citing mes~
. sage boards, broadcasts of panel
discussions and coverage of local
events as some of the ways CAN\ TV covers local political issues.
''They offer a lot of different
ways to get information out."
Mary Charles, grant director at
the Loyola School of Education,
supports such a view.
"CAN-TV is one of the most
underut ilized lanes of the information superhighway," she said
in urging the commission to
secure the economic viab ility of
pub lic access te lev is ion. " I'm
glad the city is taking this issue
seriously."
During the meeting, the cab le
com mi ssion passed a resolut ion,
giving RCN until Feb. 20 to
reso lve its issues with the city or
face fines.
A resolution was also int roduced at the city council meeting
by Alderman Ray Suarez (3 1st

Ward),
directing
Caroline company continue to miss pay- think we have a dange rous
Schoenberger. commi ssioner of ments or default on its obliga- potential ofa precedent being set
Consumer Services, to "take all tions. Those ob ligations incl ude that cou ld cause great harm to
necessary steps, including fines mi ssed payments unrelated to the public."
and penalties, to enforce compli~ CAN-TV, and the failure to lay a
"We're aski ng the co mmission
ance with RCN's obligations." predetermined amount of physi- to stand up for the vo ice of freeSchoenbe rger is one of four com- ca l cab le in the areas RCN dom in Ch icago," sa id Jeff King,
mi ss ioners who attended last serves.
president of the Chicago chapter
r::-.:--:-:--:-::=:-:-----~-:-----_, of A Brotherhood Aimed
week's meeting.
"We support CAN-TV in its "CANcTV is too good of a resource Toward Education of
effort to get the money owed
for many people, including those
Illinois, a motorcyclist
to it," said Connie Buscemi,
with disabilities, to lose." _ advocacy group.
department of consumer servBill Wildt, producer of
ices spokeswoman. "CAN. - Gloria Nichols, founder of
" Motorsports Unlimited,"
TV serves an important funcADAPT Productions
wh ich has run on CANtion, and these resolutions
TV for 14 years, put a
[passed by the cable commisfiner point on the matter.
sion] show our support."
Barbara Popovic, CAN~TV's
"If cab le operators had their
During
the
meeting, executive director, sees an issue way, there wou ld be no publi c
Schoenberger told the audience bigger than mi ssed payments or access te levision," he said.
G lor ia Nic hol s, founder of
that, as part of the original fran- contractua l obli gations at stake.
chise agreement the city struck
"You have three cable opera~ ADAPT Productions, which cre~
with RCN, the cable operator tors in Ch icago, one who is not ales
programming
for
was required to post a $3 million meet ing its ob ligatio ns, and the C hi cagoans w ith disabilities,
performance bond that the city other two who are watching said her group wo uld be hit par~
could draw upon should the events very close ly," she sa id. " I ticularly hard by the loss of

access to cable te lev ision in
Ch icago.
"CAN-TV is too good of a
resource for many people,
includi ng those with disabilities,
to lose," she said.
Savannah Hawkins, a Chicago
Public Schools substitute teacher
and CAN -TV viewer, agreed.
"CAN-TV has uncensored
informat ion, not only about our
community, but the wide r
world," she said . "The loss of
CAN-TV in any form would not
on ly mean that I wou ld be less
informed, but that events of vital
importance that all ow Chicago to
be a viab le community would be
censored."
" It 's not often that we ha ve a
chance to do someth ing fo r our
children and our ch ildren'S chi l ~
dren," Wildt said. " I'm hoping
history will record that this commission was up to the c hallenge."

Simple
Battery

Crimina l
Trespass

The day DePaul
Music Mart died
o Crow's Nest is first tenant to leave building

.
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The Museum of SCience and Industry, 5700 S. Lake Shore Drive, is the first to showcase 50 of
the Oscars that will be awarded Feb. 29 at the 76th Academy Awards. The 24·carat gold statues
are manufac!uered by R. S. Owens in Chicago and will be on display through Feb. 18.

Cable channel gains local support
o RCN's financial woes leave future of CAN-TV cable stations in question
By Marl< W. Anderson
Associate EiItOr
Hundreds of comm unity leaders, neighborhood activi sts , television producers and cab le TV
viewers turned out in force to
support access to community television at a Feb. 10 meeting of
the Chicago Cable Commiss ion.
At iss ue wa s the continued
operation of CAN-TV, Chicago's
only publi c-access television
broadcaster, which is facin g a
significant cut in its operat in g
budget due to a mi ssed payment
by RCN Cable of Chicago, one
of the city's cable operators,
The com mi ssion met to di scuss the payment and other violatio ns by RCN, which is looking
to reduce service within the
cjty ' ~ boundaries.
CAN-TV. which operates five
channels of public affair.•• e nlcr·
tainment and rcli gioull programming. reaching upward of a million viewers. ill funded by city.
mandated paymentll from each of

Chicago's three current cable
operators.
Many of those in attendance at
the monthly scheduled meeting,
held at the Harold Washington
Library, 400 S. State St., said
they came to make sure the commission understood the importance of community access television station . At one point, the
line of people waiting to get to
the microphone during the public
commen t portion of the meeting
was nearly 30 long.
"Thi s is o ne of the only outlets
people have in Chicago to experience independent media," said
Frank Avila , 2004 Illinois Senate
candidate and host of "Ejection

2004," an occasional series on
CAN -TV. "Access to communi ty
televi sion is critical to the people
of Chicago."
The $215,000 payment due to
CAN-TV comes in th e wake of a
di 80greement with the ci ty in
which the cab lc operutor hus been
found in viohttion of its agreement to expano its operulion8 in

By Jennll1!r Golz
City Beat E<lto<
The DePaul Mu sic Mart is
ending its mu sic era, redefining
and re structuring the Musi c
Mart- without the music.
In January. DePaul University
officials gave notice to six retail
tenants on the concourse level of
the Mart that their leases would
not be renewed .
According to Robin Florzak. a
uni ve rsity spokeswoma n, the
lease s being tenninated end anywhere between February and
November of 2004, leaving
some tenants just a few month s
of preparation to find new space.
"f De Paul) is exercisi ng their
option not to renew the leases:'
Florzak said. " We' re not asking
people to .~eave before their leases are up.
The six tenants on the concourse level include : Carl
Fi sc her Music. Ame ncan Music
World. J. O' Addario and
Com pan y. Karnes Music. the
C hi cago Chamber Mu sicians
and the Classical Symphon y
Orchestra.
Florzak sa id DePaul has experienced inc reased e nrollment in
the past seve ral years. creating a
need for more classroom space.
The retai l space on the concourse leve l of the Mu sic Mart is
ex pected to be tran sfonned into
class rooms for the start of the
2004 school year next fall.
" It's part of [DePaul's) grand
scheme as far as real estate," said
Jim Murray, a manager at Kames
Mu sic. "They basically have
control of the entire block."
Murray said he learned about
the nonrenewal of the lease only
six wee ks ago. whic h came as a
surpri se to th e tenant whose
business has been located in the
Mart for IO years.
"This is not the end of the
world. just a new beginning,"
Murray sai d. "But we need more
than a couple of months in this
business to relocate." Karnes

Mu sic's lease is set to ex pire in
June.
"We ' re sti ll evaluating where
we're go ing to go next.
However. space comes at a premium in the downtown area."

said Lisa Radetski, director of
marketing and development for
Chicago
Chamber
the
Mu sician s. " It would've been
much better to know a year in
advance so we could ' ve planned
appropriate ly,"
Regardless. Radetski said the
organization is trying to see thi s
as an opportunity and is thankful
the move will occur at the end of
the lease on June 30. which is
after the performance season.
The nonrenewal of the lease is
not limited to bu sin esses on the
concourse level though . FJorzak
con finned that first floor tenants ' leases are not being
renewed either. Ho wever. the
majority of the lUI;;! floor tenants ' leases are still valid for
approximately a year.
On Jan . 23, Crow 's Nest
Mu sic hung signs throughout the
store advertising a clearance
sale , but the sa le is just the precursor to the exodus of te nant s
from the Music Mart in the coming yea r.
"We can't have store closin g
signs: it's in our lease;' said
Brad Hathaway, store manager at
the Crow's Nest. " It looks bad to
have a buildi ng [DePaul] owns
with a store closing or going out
of business sign.
" A lot of people come in here
and don't rea lize we ' re closing.
They just think we're having a
sto re clearance sale or preinventory."
Hathaway said he is not sure
of the store's exact closing date.
as he is still waiting to hear from
DePaul officials.
Florzak. said the university is
not sure what will happen to the
space occupied by Crow's Nest
or even if new retailers will
move into the first floor.

two of the four areas it serves.
RCN also defaulted on a similar
$645,000 payment to the public
access broadcaster in January
2002, before resolving the issue
eight months later.
RCN, which cites bad economic conditions for its recent
default, could not be reached for
comment by press time.
To some at the meeting. RCN 's
financial woes were of little concern . As a public-access broadcaster. CAN-TV offers a broad
array of public interest programming at little or no cost to independent producers, many of
whom feel they have few other
outlets through which to spread
the ir message.
Tracy Smith, exec utive director of the League of Wo men
Voters of Chicago, said CAN· TV
is one of the primury wuys the
league communicates with voters in the city.
"We use CAN·TV in u vuriety
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As a part of Its lease agreement with DePaul UnilvarsltV.
Nest Is not aillowed to advertise that the store Is

